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PREFACE
Further to the statutory duties attached to Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998,
Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council committed to carrying out an Equality Impact
Assessment (EQIA) on each policy or programme where screening had indicated that there
may be significant implications in relation to one of more of the nine equality grounds.
The Lisburn Public Realm Scheme was screened and it was decided that the issue of kerb
heights within the scheme should be subject to an Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA).
The Draft EQIA Consultation Report was subsequently made available as part of the formal
consultation stage of the EQIA on November 16th 2018. The original deadline for receipt of
responses was 4.00 pm on 22 February 2019 but further to a meeting with local
stakeholders from the blind and partially sighted community on January 30th 2019 it was
agreed that the deadline should be extended until March 22nd 2019.
By this date, a total of 18 written responses had been received, 12 from individuals
(anonymised) and six from representative bodies (Equality Commission for Northern
Ireland; IMTAC; RNIB NI; Guide Dogs NI; NFBUK; DFI Roads – Eastern Division). Of the 12
individual responses, 10 were from local residents who were either blind or had partial
sight while two were written on behalf of either friends or relatives with visual impairment.
Respondents highlighted a number of concerns with existing kerb heights in and adjoining
the scheme, along with other matters that they felt should be afforded due consideration
within the EQIA. It was also argued that the two recommendations could be further
expanded upon to encompass kerb heights generally, both in and adjoining the scheme.
Taking on board this feedback from consultees, it is recommended that the Council, in
partnership with the Department for Infrastructure (Roads Division), should engage with
Imtac in carrying out a thorough review of kerb heights within and adjoining the scheme,
and should then bring forward a set of concrete proposals for modifying kerb heights in
light of this review and mindful of other relevant considerations including the
recommendations contained in the independent external disability audit.
Copies of this EQIA Decision Report are available on our website at
https://www.lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk. If you have any queries about this document
and/or its availability in alternative formats (including Braille, large print, disk and audio
cassette, and in minority languages to meet the needs of those who are not fluent in
English) then please contact:
Equality Officer
Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council
Civic Headquarters,
Lagan Valley Island,
Lisburn,
Co. Antrim BT27 4RL
Phone: 028 9250 9250
Text Phone: 028 9250 9508
Email: equality.officer@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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FOREWORD
Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council is pleased to present this EQIA Decision Report
on Kerb Heights within the Lisburn Public Realm Scheme, further to the screening
report that was prepared in November 2017 and subsequent Draft EQIA Consultation
Report in October 2018.
Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council is committed to working within the spirit and
letter of Section 75, including the development of systematic procedures to ensure
that all policies, procedures and strategies are routinely subject to rigorous scrutiny.
This EQIA on Kerb Heights within the Lisburn Public Realm Scheme builds on this
commitment to ensure that Section 75 principles continue to be enshrined at the
highest corporate and strategic levels within the organisation and we commend this
document to you.
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Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council

Kerb Heights within the Lisburn
Public Realm Scheme
Decision Report
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

The EQIA process

The Council is committed to implementing the statutory duties under Section 75 of the
Northern Ireland Act 1998, which require that, in carrying out its functions relating to
Northern Ireland, a public authority must have due regard to the need to promote
equality of opportunity:

o
o
o
o
o
o




between persons of different religious belief;
political opinion;
racial group;
age;
marital status;
sexual orientation; or
between men and women generally;
between persons with a disability and persons without; and
between persons with dependants and persons without.

Without prejudice to that obligation, a public authority is also required, in carrying out
its functions relating to Northern Ireland, to have regard to the desirability of
promoting good relations between people of different religious belief, political opinion
or racial group.
Schedule 9 of the Act sets out the detailed procedure for implementing these duties
including the carrying out of screening exercises and EQIAs. When undertaking an
EQIA, the Council closely follows the guidance published by the Equality Commission
for Northern Ireland which recommends that there should be seven steps in the
process:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:

Definition of the aims of the policy
Consideration of available data and research
Assessment of potential and actual impacts
Consideration of alternative policies and mitigating measures
Formal consultation
Decision and publication of the results of the EQIA
Monitoring for negative impact.

This report represents Step 6 in the process, setting out the decision which the Council
has made in light of the consultation responses, while also indicating future measures
to be introduced to monitor for negative impacts (Step 7).
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1.2

Background

In February 2009, Lisburn City Council (as a legacy council of Lisburn and Castlereagh
City Council), in partnership with Lisburn City Centre Management and the
Department for Social Development (DSD), commissioned the production of a 15-year
Masterplan for Lisburn City Centre. This Masterplan included proposals for the
‘innovative regeneration’ of the public spaces in the city centre (Lisburn Design
Compendium, GVA Grimley and EDAW / AECOM).
The Council subsequently put out to tender two projects attached to a public realm
scheme (PRS) for Lisburn City Centre. The plans included street paving and kerbing, the
incorporation of street lighting, street furniture, hard and soft landscaping, and public
art (including water features).
The capital funding for the project was estimated to total £3,960,347, with £2,750,000
provided by DSD (now operating as the Department for Communities, DfC) and
£1,210,347 contributed by Lisburn City Council.
The Paul Hogarth Company (TPHC) was subsequently appointed to design and prepare
plans for the scheme. A period of public consultations then began in January 2010 and
involved various meetings and exchanges with the following organisations:
• DRD Roads Services [now operating as Transport NI],
• DSD,
• DOE Planning Service
• PSNI
• DSD
• Disability Action
• GVA Grimley
• RNIB
• The Orange Order
• First Lisburn Presbyterian Church
• Island Arts Centre
• UDR Memorial Trust
Following consultation with all relevant statutory and non-statutory bodies, Northern
Ireland Planning Service granted full permission for the PRS in January 2013, a building
contractor was appointed in March 2013, and works duly commenced in October
2013.
In 2014 an application for judicial review was made regarding kerb heights within the
scheme. The matter was heard in 2016 and judgment was issued on May 12th 2017. In
the judgment it was held that, with regard to the design and delivery of the scheme,
the Council had not met its public sector equality duty in accordance with Section 75 of
the Northern Ireland Act 1998. The judgment stated that, ‘at no stage in the Public
Realm Scheme’s development, was the issue of the public sector duty subjected to a
s75 compliant process’, and went on to reflect on the, ‘potential benefits which might
have been obtained had the Public Realm Scheme been subjected by the Council to a
careful Section 75 orientated examination’. The judgment went on to outline the two-
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stage scrutiny process involving first screening and next EQIA as recommended by the
Equality Commission for Northern Ireland.
In accord with this judgment, screening of the scheme during 2017 represented the
first stage in this process. Screening was applied to the design and delivery of the
scheme from 2009 through to its completion in 2015.
Although the scheme was carried out under the auspices of the legacy Lisburn City
Council, responsibility for the screening rested with Lisburn and Castlereagh City
Council. Furthermore, primary responsibility for design and delivery of the project was
contracted to a private sector company, TPHC, but as a designated public authority the
Council was committed to continue to fulfil its Section 75 responsibilities.
The screening was completed in November 2017 and concluded that there was a need
to carry out an EQIA but that the EQIA should not extend to the whole scheme but
instead should focus solely on the issue of kerb heights within the scheme, in line with
the outcome of the judicial review.
Further to this decision, through a rigorous procurement exercise the Council
appointed an independent, NRAC accredited external consultant to undertake a
comprehensive, pan-disability access audit of the scheme as a whole.
Recommendations contained within the audit which related specifically to kerbs and
kerb heights was included within the Draft EQIA Consultation Report and is reproduced
at Appendix 3.
The following government policies and strategies were in place during the period that
the scheme was designed and built:
 NI Programme for Government 2008-11
 NI Regional Economic Strategy
 Lisburn City Council Corporate Strategies, Annual Reports and Business Plans
2010 –14
 DSD Corporate Plan 2008 – 11
 Regional Development Strategy for NI
 Belfast Metropolitan Area Plan
 Urban Policy: Cleaner, Greener Public Spaces (ODPM)
 Regional Transportation Strategy for NI 2002 – 2012 (DRD, 2002)
 An Accessible Transport Strategy for NI (DRD, 2005)
 Inclusive Mobility: A Guide to best Practice on Access to pedestrian and
Transport Infrastructure (Department of Transport, 2002)
 Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces (Department of the
Environment, 1998)
 Life Time Opportunity
 Department of Transport Local Transport Note 1/11, Shared Space (LTN 1/11,
2011)

1.3

Defining the aims of the policy

The following policy aim was set out in the Draft EQIA Consultation report:
Operating within available resources, and in line with Lisburn Council’s City
Masterplan 2009 – 2024, to realise the full economic potential of the City
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through the design and delivery of an innovative high quality design
concept for the core areas of Lisburn City Centre, including options for kerb
heights that reflect current best practice guidance and accommodate:
 Pedestrian movements and safety;
 Traffic circulation;
 The ongoing maintenance of the City Centre’s public realm.

2: CONSULTATION
2.1

Consultation methodology

In consulting on the EQIA, the Council took the following actions:







Prominent advertisements inviting the public to comment on this matter were placed
in the main local newspapers, in accordance with normal practice;
The consultation report was issued to all of the consultees listed in our Equality
Scheme, all elected members and to any member of the public on request;
A copy of the consultation report was posted on the intranet and Council website;
Meetings were held at appropriate times and venues with relevant stakeholders on
request;
Individual consultation meetings were arranged on request with individuals or
representatives of particular interest groups.
The report was made available, on request, in alternative formats including Braille,
disk and audiocassette and in minority languages for those who are not fluent in
English.

The Draft EQIA Consultation Report was made available as part of the formal consultation
stage of the EQIA which began on November 16th 2018. The original deadline for receipt of
responses was 4.00 pm on 22 February 2019 but further to a meeting with stakeholders from
the local blind and partially sighted community on January 30th 2019, it was agreed that the
deadline should be extended until March 22nd 2019.

2.2

Responses received

By March 22nd 2019, 18 written responses had been received.
12 were from individuals (anonymised) and six were from representative bodies (NFBUK;
Equality Commission for Northern Ireland; Imtac; DFI Roads – Eastern Division; RNIB NI;
Guide Dogs NI).
Of the 12 individual responses, 10 were from local residents who were either blind or
partially sighted while two were written on behalf of either friends or relatives who were
blind or partially sighted.
A summary of these responses is shown at Appendix 2a (individuals) and 2b (organisations).

3: FINDINGS
3.1

Analysis of data and research

The Draft EQIA Consultation Report drew on a variety of data and including the
following:
 Lisburn Population Data (various sources)
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 Effective Kerb Heights for Blind and Partially Sighted People Study (UCL 2009)1
 Accessibility of Urban Spaces for Visually Impaired Pedestrians (Norgate, 2012)2
 Accounting for the Needs of Blind and Visually Impaired People in Public Realm
Design (Parkin, 2012)3
 Department of Transport Local Transport Note 1/11, Shared Space (LTN 1/11,
2011)
 My Voice: The views and experiences of blind and partially sighted people in the
UK (RNIB, 2015)4
 Revised Statement on Shared Space (Inclusive Mobility and Transport Advisory
Committee (Imtac), April 2018)5
 ‘Kerb Heights in Public Realm Schemes Guidance, DEM 154/15 (Department for
Infrastructure [DfI], May 2015)6
 Independent External Disability Access Audit 2018
 Complaints lodged with Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council

3.2

Findings from the consultation

Responses from both individuals and representative groups were collated and
summarised (see Appendix 2a and 2b). A number of themes characterised these
responses and these form the basis of a qualitative analysis which is presented below.
Safety, Inclusion and Independence
A consistent theme running through virtually all responses was a belief that the
existing configuration of kerbs within and adjacent to the scheme raised significant
concerns for those who were either blind or partially sighted.
Both individuals and representative bodies highlighted how either flush kerbing or
kerbs which were undetectable (typically defined as below 60mm) created a situation
where those with sight loss felt unsafe. As a consequence this had a negative impact
on their sense of security, independence and wellbeing in the city centre, and hence it
was argued that they may be less likely to visit the area.
While it was agreed that there may be circumstances where dropped kerbs may be
required (e.g. for vehicular access), or at crossing points where the needs of different
groups should be borne in mind (e.g. wheelchair and rollator users, those with
dependants), it was maintained that these should be exceptional and elsewhere
1

Childs, C., Boampong, D. et al. (2009). Effective Kerb Heights for Blind and Partially Sighted People.
Available at:
http://www.guidedogs.org.uk/sharedstreets/fileadmin/sharedsurfaces/user/documents/UCL_GD_Kerb_
heights_report_Oct_01.pdf
2
Norgate SH (2012). Accessibility of urban spaces for visually impaired pedestrians. Proceedings of the
Institution of Civil Engineers – Municipal Engineer 165(4): 231–237,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/muen.12.00019.
3
Parkin, J. et al. (2012). Accounting for the needs of blind and visually impaired people in public realm
design. Journal of Urban Design, 17, 135-149.
4
https://www.rnib.org.uk/sites/default/files/My%20Voice%202015%20-%20Full%20report%20%20Accessible%20PDF_0.pdf
5

https://www.imtac.org.uk/sites/imtac/files/mediafiles/Revised%20Shared%20Space%20statement%20%28Final%20Version%20April%2018%29.
pdf
6
https://www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/publications/kerb-heights-public-realm-schemes-dem15415
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standard, contemporary conventions should be adopted as regards acceptable kerb
heights, as based on current guidance.
While there was widespread agreement among consultees that the current kerb
heights were inappropriate, there was a lack of consensus as to what height this
should be, with some suggesting 125mm as the standard while others maintained a
minimum of 60mm. Tactile paving was seen as a useful aid to navigation but was not
seen as a viable alternative to detectable kerbs in all circumstances.
Scope of Recommendations
In light of these concerns, a number of respondents felt that the scope of the two
recommendations as included in the Draft EQIA Consultation Report was too narrow
and should be widened to encompass a review of kerb heights in general within the
scheme, as well as adjacent to the scheme. A number of locations were mentioned
specifically where existing kerb heights were seen as problematic (e.g. junction Bow St /
Antrim St; junction Railway St / Market Sq North / Castle St; Haslem’s Lane; Graham Gardens;
Market Sq South; Bridge St)

Data Sources
The validity of some of the population statistics included in the report was questioned
by a number of consultees, in particular highlighting an underestimation of those with
visual impairment within the population locally and regionally.
Consultees made reference to a number of additional sources of data that it was
argued could have been used to inform the EQIA process and had not been cited in the
Draft EQIA Consultation Report. Additional reports that were mentioned by
respondents included the following:






Building for Equality: Disability and the Built Environment (UK House of
Commons Women and Equalities Committee, April 2017)7
Accidents by Design: The Holmes Report on Shared Space in the UK (Lord
Holmes, July 2015)8
Shared Surface Street Design Project: The Issues; Report of Focus Groups
(Guide Dogs for the Blind Association, 2006)9
Imtac / DPTAC Statement on Shared Surface Streets (October, 2009)10
Creating Better Streets: Inclusive and Accessible Places. (Chartered Institution
of Highways and Transportation, January 2018)11

More recently, and in response to the burgeoning literature on shared spaces, in its
recently published report, ‘The Inclusive Transport Strategy: Achieving Equal Access for
Disabled People’, the Department for Transport has placed a moratorium on its earlier
advice document on shared spaces (LTN 1/11; see above), suggesting that local
authorities should put on hold the development of shared space schemes pending
7

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmwomeq/631/631.pdf
http://chrisholmes.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Holmes-Report-on-Shared-Space-.pdf
9
https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/shared-surface-street-design-report-focus-groups-held-uk
10
https://www.imtac.org.uk/sites/imtac/files/media-files/sharedsurfacesfinal.pdf
11
https://www.ciht.org.uk/media/4463/ciht_shared_streets_a4_v6_all_combined_1.pdf
8
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further research12.
Shared Spaces
Consultees highlighted growing disquiet with regard to the design of shared spaces,
and including public realm schemes, that do not accommodate the particular needs of
a diverse population and including those who are blind or have partial vision. By way of
example, the House of Commons Women and Equalities Committee report, as cited
above, concluded that, ‘The group did not want to see shared spaces put in, arguing
that flat surfaces mean guide dogs and cane users cannot use the texture of the
ground to navigate the environment. Such factors caused confusion and created
dangerous situations. They wanted to see kerbs raised from current average of 25mm
to 60mm for guide dogs and cane users to better recognise them.’
Draft EQIA Consultation Report
A number of representative groups in particular raised concerns with various aspects
of the Draft EQIA Consultation Report.
On the one hand, some argued that the report had placed too great an emphasis on
the needs of only one particular group (i.e. those with visual impairment), while others
suggested that the number of those who were blind or partially sighted, locally and
regionally, had been underestimated in the presentation of statistics.
Some also argued that the historical material on the development of the scheme in the
report was unnecessary, and others called into question whether the policy aim was
too general and not specific to the EQIA and the central topic of kerb heights.
It was also claimed that the EQIA should have made more explicit reference to the
suitability of the kerb height as discussed in the judicial review (i.e. 30mm).
In summary, some suggested that the report contained too much information and
could usefully be trimmed, while others made suggestions for additional material that
could help inform the Council’s decision.
Scope of EQIA
While the initial screening had considered the public realm scheme in its entirety, in
light of the outcome of the judicial review a decision was made to focus the EQIA
solely on kerb heights within the scheme. This decision was not welcomed by all
consultees who were keen to see other matters being brought under consideration.
For example, a number of respondents would have preferred that all findings from the
disability audit were included in the Draft EQIA Consultation Report. In reality, a
considerable number went beyond the scope of the EQIA and had no bearing on kerbs
or kerb heights but addressed other issues including use of materials, benches,
bollards, steps etc.

12

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/inclusive-transport-strategy/the-inclusive-transportstrategy-achieving-equal-access-for-disabled-people
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Pan Disability Issues
It is noteworthy that although the overwhelming majority of respondents were either
people who were blind or partially sighted or their representatives (n = 16; 89%), a
number made mention of the need to include consideration of all Section 75 grounds
and groups in the impact assessment, and especially disability, age and dependency.
It was argued that the provision of appropriate kerbs within the scheme would not
necessarily highlight conflicts of interest between different groups and their particular
needs and priorities. Instead, it was maintained that it may be possible to find practical
solutions that can accommodate diverse needs and priorities through appropriate
engagement.
Cost
There was little sympathy expressed by respondents that future modifications to the
scheme could incur significant additional expenditure for the Council. Indeed, the
estimated sums as cited in the Draft EQIA Consultation Report were questioned by
some consultees.
A more common sentiment was that the Council had an overarching obligation to
remedy the problem, a problem which they felt should not have occurred in the first
place, and it was further argued that an equality impact assessment is not obliged to
take these financial matters into consideration.
Other Issues
Although the EQIA was deliberately focused on kerb heights, other concerns were also
raised in the course of the consultation by both individuals and representative groups.
These extended to perceived hazards and risk factors within the scheme including
street furniture, steps and bollards. These other matters have been duly noted, and
formed a substantial part of the independent disability audit, but are beyond the scope
of the current EQIA.

4: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1

Policy decision

In essence, the EQIA implicitly puts forward two alternatives in terms of future policy
on kerb heights within the PRS. The first alternative is to accept existing kerb heights
while the second proposes mitigating measures, i.e. changes to kerb heights.
Feedback shows unequivocal support for the second alternative but indicates little
support for the two preliminary recommendations as set out in the Draft EQIA
Consultation Report. Instead consultees showed a preference for a more wide ranging
review of kerb heights generally, not only within the scheme but also adjoining the
scheme.
The Draft EQIA Consultation Report had identified that the impact would fall primarily
on the following Section 75 grounds, either separately or jointly:
 Disability
 Dependency
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 Age
Consultation responses have confirmed that these categories are likely to be those
adversely impacted by the policy decision and that the mitigating measures should aspire
to meet the particular needs and priorities of all groups within these categories including
people who are blind or partially sighted, people who use a mobility aid / rollator or
wheelchair, people with mobility issues generally, those with dependants, older people
and younger people.

4.2

Mitigating measures

As stated in the Preface to the Draft EQIA Consultation Report, the Council is committed to
working within both the spirit and letter of Section 75, and commits to upholding these
statutory duties in reaching a decision.
At the same time the Council cannot simply ignore other administrative principles

including economy, efficiency and effectiveness (i.e. best value principles) in
determining how it conducts its business. In the words of the Equality Commission’s
Practical Guidance on Equality Impact Assessment (p.43),
6.1 Public authorities have a statutory duty to have due regard to the need to
promote equality of opportunity. It is not sufficient merely to take equality
into account; it must be accorded considerable weight. That is, the need to
promote equality of opportunity must be given due regard or weight in
accordance with Section 75. However, this does not necessarily mean that the
equality duty overrides other clearly conflicting statutory duties. Instead, the
public authority must act in a proportionate manner and accord weight to
both administrative considerations and the statutory equality of opportunity
duty. Such considerations must be reflected in decision-making on an EQIA.
The qualitative analysis of responses obtained from the consultation phase of the EQIA
undoubtedly throws into sharp relief the depth of feeling attaching to this issue, and confirms
how kerb heights are seen to impact on the ability of those who are blind or partially sighted to
feel safe and independent within the scheme.
Furthermore, it is clear from the research evidence that since the time the scheme was first
planned, there has been growing disenchantment with the concept of shared spaces that are
characterised by level spaces and an absence of kerbs. This is to the point where local
authorities have been asked to pause development of such schemes until further research has
been undertaken.
To address the concerns raised by consultees, and including Imtac’s recommendation that, ‘the
Council carry out specific engagement with people affected by the policy around kerb heights
and agree clear actions that will reduce and remove their impact’ (see p.30), the Council
proposes to adopt the following mitigating measures, superseding those contained in the Draft
EQIA Consultation Report.
1. The Council, in partnership with the Department for Infrastructure (Roads Division), will
engage with Imtac in order to carry out a thorough review of kerbs and kerb heights within and
adjoining the scheme.
2. In light of this review, and mindful of all other administrative concerns along with the
recommendations on kerbs and kerb height contained within the external independent
disability audit, a set of concrete proposals will be brought before Council for its consideration.
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4.3

Monitoring arrangements

A key challenge for Council will be to develop a robust research, monitoring and evaluation
framework to provide the evidence base that will inform progress towards the longer-term
aims of the policy (see p.7).
The Council will develop a system to monitor the impact of the scheme, and including
mitigating measures as outlined above, on relevant Section 75 grounds.
This monitoring strategy will be reviewed on a regular basis and where monitoring reveals that
the scheme and/or proposed mitigating measures have resulted in greater adverse impact than
predicted, or if opportunities arise which would allow for greater equality of opportunity to be
promoted, the Council will review the policy accordingly.
Monitoring data will be reviewed on an annual basis and where there is evidence of adverse
impacts then appropriate action will be taken to remedy these.
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APPENDIX 1:
Site Plan for Lisburn Public Realm Scheme
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Appendix 2a:
Summary of Individual Consultation Responses
No.
I.1

Special
Circumstances
Yes (Registered
Blind) + Guide Dog

Resides
Aghalee

I.2

Yes (Registered
Blind) + Long Cane

Lisburn

I.3

Yes (Registered
Blind), aged 79

Lisburn

I.4

Yes (Registered
Blind)

Lisburn

I.5

Totally Blind + Guide
Dog

Lisburn

I.6

Totally Blind, aged
64 + Long Cane
No but has friends
with sight
impairment
Yes (Registered
blind), age 72 + Long
Cane

Lisburn

I.7

I.8

Lisburn

Lisburn

Comments



























Issues for dog detecting kerbs
No kerbs or low kerbs are dangerous and confusing
Pavement furniture is also a hazard
No kerbs, low kerbs, dangerous, straying/walking into road,
Lampposts, dull grey, hard to see, dangerous
Pedestrian crossings, lights not corresponding, dangerous
Low kerbs (30mm) are trip hazards
Linen Centre/Market Square no kerbs presents a safety issue
City Centre not inclusive
Robbed of independence, anxiety
Need kerbs of a height that make people feel safe
Linen Museum area steps are also a hazard
Museum door – railing, drop 1m
Frightened walking in city centre
Low or no kerbs not recognised by dog
Has ended up in road
Independence taken away
Problems for guide dog
Proper kerbs more confidence
Low kerbs / no kerbs increases stress of walking in city centre
Now unlikely to go out alone
Absence of detectable kerbs is dangerous
VI’s disadvantaged
Independence removed
Need for difference in level between footpath and carriageway
Much more apprehensive in city centre now, restrict freedom of
movement

Proposed Actions
 Raise kerb heights

 Raise kerb heights

 Raise kerb heights

 Raise kerb heights

 Provide noticeable kerb
between pavement and road
 Make area accessible for all

 Re-introduce detectable kerbs
 Necessary changes made to
ensure safety for all
 Install kerbs to a minimum of
100mm
 Consider kerb heights in
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Detectable kerbs needed to restore confidence
Corduroy tactile marking only used for steps
Remove reference to history of scheme from EQIA
Remove unnecessary statistics on disability from EQIA
Rewrite recommendations (install 100mm kerbs where no kerbs ,
30mm or inadequate; broaden scope; revisit access audit
recommendation re. bus stop and taxi rank in Market Square South;
use tactile paving where kerbs need to be lowered)






I.9

Yes (Registered
blind) age 41,
previous guide dog
owner, now uses
long cane

Lisburn

 Guide dog trained to walk in a line between one kerb and another,
then stop and wait for instruction
 Trained to aim for tactile paving at flush kerbs but not robots, can be
distracted
 Navigation different with guide dog and cane, concentration
 Difference in level between pavement/road restricts freedom of
movement
 Need for lower kerbs at crossing points for wheelchair users with
tactile paving but lower kerbs elsewhere are safety hazard for those
with visual impairment,
 Impacts on mental/physical wellbeing,
 Can’t put tactile markings along kerbs between crossing points as
confusing



general across the scheme,
and adjacent to the scheme
(e.g. junction Bow St / Antrim
St; junction Railway St /
Market Sq North / Castle St;
Haslem’s Lane; Graham
gardens; Market Sq South;
Bridge St)
Use tactile paving where kerbs
need to be lowered
Follow access audit
recommendation re. bus stop
and taxi rank in Market Square
South
Carry out information
campaign locally to explain
why changes are necessary
See 1.8 above
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I.10

I.11

I.12

Yes, previous guide
dog owner, now uses
long cane
Yes (Registered
blind), age 72,
previous guide dog
owner, now uses
long cane
Yes, cane user

Lisburn

 (See 1.8 above)
 (See 1.9 above)
 (See 1.8 above)

Lisburn






Not made
explicit

 No kerbs or low kerbs are dangerous
 Without a proper kerb can stray into road
 Would use city centre more and would be more confident

Clear demarcation needed between road and pavement
Kerbs must be high enough
Source of anxiety
Impacts on independence

 (See 1.8 above)
 Re-install ‘proper’ kerbs

 Noticeable kerbs needed
between pavement and road
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Appendix 2b:
Summary of Organisational Consultation Responses
No.
O1

ORGANISATION
National
Federation of the
Blind of the UK
(NFBUK)







O2

Equality
Commission for
Northern Ireland
(ECNI)




Comments
Tactile surfaces/colour contrasts cannot be recognised
by guide dogs and significant number of vision impaired
people have no feeling in the soles of their feet
Tactile paving is an aid not an alternative to detectable
kerbing
Must have regard to all disability needs, including those
of wheelchair users
Informal crossings should have dropped kerbs and
standard crossing tactiles
Kerbs must be a minimum of 60mm between all crossing
points and signal crossings at regular intervals
Notes that EQIA broadly follows recommended sevenstep approach
Identifies a number of ways in which the EQIA could be
strengthened (see left)






Proposed Actions
Restore detectable kerbs that are visible to motorists and
to all mobility impaired and learning impaired and other
disabled groups
Install modern signal crossings with sounders and
sensors
New scheme deserves NI government support
Reference UK House of Commons Select Committee
‘Building for Equality’ Report

 Mention of JR decision that 30mm kerbs are problematic
for some users with visual impairment would be useful
inclusion in policy aim section
 Proactive engagement/consultation with impacted
groups highly recommended
 Need to consider additional adverse impacts identified
by consultees
 Consider impacts on other people with disabilities as part
of EQIA process
 Show how recommendations relate to independent
access audit
 Additional mitigation measures should be considered,
including possible engagement with Council officials in
Derry and Strabane Council
 Monitoring mechanisms should be made explicit
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O3

IMTAC

O4

Department for
Infrastructure
(DfI)(Roads Eastern Division)

O5

Royal National
Institute of Blind
People Northern
Ireland (RNIB NI)

 No clear policy aim
 Need to explain importance of minimum kerb height of
30mm
 Data/research limited on shared space, and does not
highlight concerns of various users (e.g. disabled people,
older people, others)
 Significant research omitted from EQIA (e.g. Holmes
Report on shared space; Building for Equality; Creating
Better Streets: Inclusive and Accessible Places)
 Include access audit in full, and detail procurement
process
 DfT shared space advice LTN 1/11 now suspended
 EQIA underplays potential negative impact of kerb
heights on disabled people, older people, younger
people and people with a disability
 Number of comments on EQIA draft consultation report
noted (e.g. NI Roads Service [DOE] to be referenced as
DRD Roads Service; DRD Roads Service [now operating as
DfI Roads]; Transport NI should be replaced by DfI Roads;
 Various points to be clarified regarding agreed actions /
minutes
 Very underwhelmed by EQIA, expected a more proactive
approach to remedying problems
 Cited statistics significantly underestimate the number of
blind and partially sighted people
 Removal of kerbs or inadequate/non-detectable kerbs
puts people who are blind or partially sighted in danger
 Need to honour existing regulation guidance
 Accessibility audit and cost analysis should be made
available publicly
 Disappointed that EQIA only focuses on kerb heights










Install kerbs of a suitable height
Need for extensive revision of EQIA
Revise policy aim to focus on kerb heights
Revise EQIA to acknowledge concerns with shared spaces
not only for people with visual impairment but other
disabled people, older people and others
Revise EQIA to include further research and DfT decision
to suspend LTN 1/11
Ensure access audit consultant was a member of NRAC
Make explicit reference to negative impact of 30mm kerb
Revise EQIA recommendations to carry out specific
engagement with people affected by the policy around
kerb heights and agree clear actions that will reduce and
remove their impact

 Changes to be made to EQIA Draft Consultation Report,
and reflected in Decision Report
 DfI Roads is willing to consider any design changes
proposed by LCCC in light of EQIA
 Standard kerb height of 125mm should be generally used
in public realm schemes
 Raising kerbs while ensuring standard dropped kerbs for
crossings would be the most suitable option for all forms
of disability and for those with dependants
 Set out a clear plan and time scale for bringing the kerbs
in line with the Kerb Height Memorandum and Inclusive
Mobility Report
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O6

Guide Dogs for
the Blind
Association /
Guide Dogs
Northern Ireland
(Guide Dogs NI)

 Safety concerns and problems with kerb heights in
different locations (e.g. Market Square; Bow St Mall to
bachelors Walk; Bus stop at Market Sq; Market St;
disabled parking on Market Sq and Market Sq East
 Size of population adversely affected is irrelevant
 EQIA consultation report is dismissive of dangers
attaching to lowered kerbs
 Blind and partially sighted people may be avoiding the
area
 Lack of evidence of cost to change kerb heights, or
economic cost to city centre

 Without a detectable kerb edge (less than 60mm) both
long cane users and guide dog owners can become
disoriented, compromising safety, confidence and
independence
 Social inclusion, independence and freedom of
movement is dependent on good public realm design,
including kerb height above 60mm
 Draft EQIA Consultation report flawed significantly,
justifying mitigations on grounds of cost and disruption
 Inclusion of historic policy documents is unnecessary
 Focus on level surfaces alone is inappropriate and should
be extended to include kerbs under 60mm
 Need to cite impact of level surfaces on isolation,
loneliness, wellbeing and physical health
 Cost should not form part of a Section 75 assessment
 Welcomes proposed extension to all disabilities
 Need to reference ‘Shared Surface Street Design
Research Project’ (Guide Dogs) and findings which
suggest level surfaces are problematic generally,

 ‘Shared Surface Street Design Research Project’ (Guide
Dogs) should be cited in EQIA
 EQIA recommendations to be extended beyond flush
surfaces and kerbing to include all 30mm kerbs in the
scheme
 Standard kerb heights in line with DfI Guidance (2015) to
be reinstated (i.e. generally at least 60mm)
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including other disabilities
Use of comfort spaces within the scheme is not a viable
option
Where guidance paving is installed, a tactile delineation
of at least 800mm should be used
Need to reference Imtac statement of 2009
30mm kerbs may present a trip hazard for those with
rollators or wheelchairs
Need to consider potential change of pavement gradient
and cross-fall as a result of varying kerb heights
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APPENDIX 3
Independent External Disability Access Audit 2018: Kerb Height Recommendations
Reference

Current Findings

Recommendation

2 Bow Street
from Antrim
Street to Market
Street

2.14 Controlled crossing Bow Street / Market Street: on both sides of the bend, where the
controlled crossing is located, the kerbs are flush with the carriageway before and after the
crossing. It is recognised that the crossing should provide a dropped kerb along with tactile
warning.
If a blind or partially sighted person does not find the tactile blister paving, they may not be
aware that they are at the kerb edge. Blind and partially sighted people require a border, kerb,
shopfront, or something else, to guide them if they are using a cane or a guide dog. A kerb
should be provided.
Highways: This was required to provide vehicle access onto Bow Street.

Provide a detectable kerb before
and after the crossing or railings.
The exception is to where vehicle
access may be required.

3.2 Market
Square East

3.2.4 Along the parade of shops, there is a loading bay and an accessible parking bay. The kerb
height along this stretch varies from being flush, to 30 mm. Flush kerbs provide no information
for blind and partially sighted people to detect the difference between a safe area and the
carriageway.
No formal guidance or policy in relation to loading and accessible
parking bays. Layout accepted by DFI.

Provide a kerb13.

3.3 Market
Square

3.3.1 Along the northern side, outside the museum, there is a large area designated for Blue
Badge holders to park. A kerb has not been provided. A delineation between footway and
carriageway is required by blind and partially sighted people.

Provide a kerb along with a
dropped kerb and tactile blister
paving14.

3.3 Market
Square

3.3.2 On the southern side, there is a taxi rank, bus stop and a loading bay. The taxi rank provides
no kerb. As previously stated, the absence of a kerb is an issue for blind and partially sighted
people. However, it is also an issue for wheelchair users who need to use ramps to enter and exit

Provide a kerb15.

13

Ref: Effective Kerb Heights for Blind and Partially Sighted People, Accessibility Research Group, Civil, Environmental and Geomatic Engineering, University College London."
Op cit.
15
Op cit.
14
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taxis. Ramps become too steep to use safely if they cannot be placed on kerbs.
3.3 Market
Square

3.3.3 Kerbs to the bus stop and loading bays are minimal, at less than 60 mm high. For the bus,
this can increase the step height for passengers getting on and off. Bus borders (raised
footpaths) are typically provided to give as near as possible a step-free experience when using
buses. Discussions should take place with the bus companies to help them better understand the
intricacies of getting on and off their buses

Talk to bus companies about
providing bus borders.

2.21 Market
Square

2.21.4 There is one accessible parking bay. The kerb has been dropped for the full length of the
bay. Tactile paving has not been provided. Guidance, BS 8300:2001 recommends that tactile
paving is provided to the dropped kerbs associated with accessible parking bays.
No formal guidance or policy in relation to loading and accessible parking bays. Layout accepted
by DFI.

Provide tactile paving to the
dropped kerb.
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APPENDIX 4: CONSULTATION RESPONSES BY REPRESENTATIVE BODIES
Appendix 4a
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND OF THE UK (NFBUK) RESPONSE
NFBUK is a non-political self-help third sector disabled persons’ organisation with members
throughout the UK who are blind, deaf-blind or partially sighted. For the past few years we have
been campaigning against the principle of shared space, as the installation of such schemes affects
our members on a day-to-day basis. In some cases such arrangements prevent them from leaving
their homes or travelling independently along streets in their locality.
While NFBUK have not been involved in the legal case brought by resident Joanna Toner, we have
members in Northern Ireland. We are shocked that the City finds itself in the position of now having
to put right work that sought to improve its city centre but we are grateful for the openness the City
Council has shown in disclosing details of the review the council has undertaken following the court
judgment.
We commend the council for having an entirely independent access audit carried out in 2018 by a
registered access consultant, and for having the remedial works costed.
However we are surprised that the option of replacing some missing kerbs with tactile surfacing is
envisaged in Section 5 of the Equality Impact Assessment as a Preliminary Recommendation Measure
to mitigate adverse impact.
No guide dog is able to recognise colour change or tactile surfacing as a road edge, and a significant
number of vision impaired people are without feeling in the soles of their feet. Tactiles, we would like
to point out, should always be considered as an aid, never as an alternative to kerbing. Kerbs should
be dropped to crossing level with a ramp that people can feel as a slope, and then furnished with the
standard tactile which is used nationally at crossing points as an additional warning of the road edge.
We would urge the Council now to follow up its review with a programme for restoring kerbs that are
detectable and very visible to motorists and to all mobility impaired and learning impaired and other
disabled people.
We would also recommend the council to put in modern signal crossings with sounders and sensors
to give people the time and direction everyone needs, to be able to cross the street in complete
safety, even through slower moving or quieter vehicles and cyclists.
The recommended alterations to make city centre streets accessible, should happen as quickly as
possible, NFBUK believe.
The new scheme deserves to have Northern Ireland government support, if this can be obtained,
because we know that until and unless this happens many local disabled and frail older people will no
longer be able to use the part of the city centre in question. It must be the City Council's priority for
such exclusion to be brought to an end.
We would point the City Council to the UK House of Commons Select Committee "Building for
Equality" report (HC631) of April 2017. This regards shared space as a major problem for disabled
people, and confirms that in addition to following Equality Act protection procedures, the Council has
a separate physical adjustment duty to identify and remove all the barriers that prevent disabled
people from getting access and use of public spaces.
The House of Commons report calls this the anticipatory adjustment duty. NFBUK would be happy to
be contacted, if there is any further help that we, or our Northern Ireland members, can offer on
this.

For example, this might be after you have had further independent access audits of detailed drawings
carried out to verify that the Council is in full compliance with the Equality Act (Section21)
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adjustment duty, with the specific adjustments it puts forward in further public consultations, to
arrive at the right designs.
In this NFBUK would ask you to have regard to all disability needs, including those of wheelchair users
and that you should have informal dropped crossings put in, at least every 100M in any busy street
under the UK national guidance, mentioned by your access auditors.
Each informal crossing point should have dropped kerbs that guide dogs and people with long canes
can line themselves up to and there should be standard crossing tactiles to signal the kerb edge for
people who have some useful sight, and who have enough sensitivity in the soles of their feet to tell
one type of tactile paving from another.
Whenever long raised tables or side street raised tables are installed, our members will lose the kerbs
they rely on for navigation with long canes, and the dropped kerbs which guide dogs require to know
where to stop at a road edge. This underlines how important it is for kerbs to be at least 60mm high
between all crossing points, and for there to be signal crossings at regular intervals to allow people to
shop both sides of a street without retracing their steps.
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Appendix 4b
EQUALITY COMMISSION FOR NORTHERN IRELAND RESPONSE
The Commission welcomes the opportunity to comment on Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council
consultation on Kerb Heights within the Lisburn Public Realm Scheme EQIA.
The Commission is responsible for implementing the legislation on fair employment, sex
discrimination and equal pay, race relations, sexual orientation, disability and age. The Commission’s
remit also includes overseeing the statutory equality and good relations duties on public authorities.
The Commission’s comments therefore relate to the EQIA process and the relevant antidiscrimination legislation.
The primary function of an EQIA is to determine the extent of any impact of a policy upon the Section
75 categories and to determine if the impact is an adverse one. It is also an opportunity to consider
ways to effectively promote equality of opportunity and good relations. The EQIA process therefore
requires a thorough and systematic analysis of the policy to determine the extent of any impact
across the section 75 categories.
EQIA Process
The Commission acknowledges the fact that the EQIA broadly follows the equality impact assessment
7 stage approach as set out in ECNI guidance16.
Defining the Aims of the Policy
The Commission notes the section of the EQIA on ‘defining the aims of the policy’. While the EQIA
document is titled “Kerb Heights within the Lisburn Public Realm Scheme”, the document
concentrates, more generally, on the public realm scheme as a whole. The Commission notes that the
key feature of the legal challenge in the case of Joanna Toner -v- Lisburn City Council related to kerb
heights. This decision sets out clearly why 30mm kerbs are problematic for some users with visual
impairment. This would have been a useful inclusion in this draft EQIA.
Consultation
The Commission notes the actions taken by Council to consult on the findings of this EQIA including:







Advertisements in local newspaper
Distribution to all of the consultees on the Council’s Equality Scheme
Publication of the report on the Council’s website
Meetings, on request, with local stakeholders
Individual meetings with local representatives groups, on request
Report being made available in alternative formats, on request.

The Commission recommends that in carrying out EQIAs, public authorities make specific efforts to
seek out the views of those stakeholders likely to be impacted by this policy. Proactive
engagement/consultation with these groups is highly recommended.
Consideration of available data and research
The Commission notes the fact that Council has not simply relied on Northern Ireland wide Census
data in this section of the EQIA but included localised data. In conducting equality assessments, the
Commission advises public authorities of the value of both qualitative and quantitative data.
Qualitative data, often gained from engagement and/or consultation on a policy, is particularly useful
when where there is limited or no quantitative data available.

16

Practical Guidance on Equality Impact Assessment, Equality Commission for NI, 2005
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It will be important to take into consideration in the final report of the EQIA any additional data
(quantitative or qualitative) or additional research that has been identified by stakeholders as a result
of this consultation exercise. In particular, consideration should be given to any additional adverse
impacts identified as a result of this consultation.
Assessment of Impacts
The Commission notes that the EQIA identifies disability, dependency and age as three equality
groups primarily impacted by this policy. The Commission also notes the particular impact of kerb
height on those with visual impairment set out in the Joanna Toner Judicial Review decision. It is
important that the Council also consider impacts on other people with disabilities other equality
group’s people as part of this EQIA process.
Consideration of alternative policies and measures to mitigate adverse impacts:
The Commission notes the mitigation measures the Council will consider with regard to kerb heights
within the EQIA:



In conjunction with Transport NI, the Council will review flush kerbs within the scheme and
consider the introduction of either raised kerbs or tactile blistered paving where appropriate;
Liaise with Translink and Transport NI to review kerb heights adjacent to taxi ranks and bus
stops within the scheme.

It is difficult to see how consideration of these potential mitigations fit with the recommendations set
out in the independent audit report contracted by the Council in May 2018. It would have been
useful to include the full audit report or a link to this document in the draft EQIA. Consideration
should also be given to any additional mitigation measures recommended by consultees as part of
this EQIA process.
The Commission understands that feedback from engagement and consultation on the Inner Walled
City Public Realm Project in the Derry and Strabane Council area was helpful in identifying additional
mitigation measures across a number of equality groups. Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council should
consider engaging with Council officials in Derry and Strabane Council who lead on this project in
relation to potential mitigation measures.
Monitoring
The Commission recommends that the final EQIA report set out in more detail the monitoring
mechanisms that the Council will establish in order to monitor the impact of any decision concerning
this policy.
This response is made without prejudice to any consideration or determination which the
Commission might make in performance of its statutory function to investigate individual complaints
under Schedule 9 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998 or conduct any other investigation under that
Schedule.
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Appendix 4c
Imtac RESPONSE
About Imtac
The Inclusive Mobility and Transport Advisory Committee (Imtac) is a committee of disabled people
and older people as well as others including key transport professionals. Its role is to advise
Government and others in Northern Ireland on issues that affect the mobility of older people and
disabled people.
The aim of the Committee is to ensure that older people and disabled people have the same
opportunities as everyone else to travel when and where they want.
Imtac receives support from the Department for Infrastructure (hereafter referred to as the
Department).
Comments on the draft Equality Impact Assessment
Imtac welcomes the opportunity to comment on the current consultation. The Committee is aware of
the controversy created by aspects of the design of the recently completed public realm scheme in
Lisburn City Centre and the subsequent legal action undertaken by a disabled person. It is not the
intention of the Committee to revisit the design specifics of the scheme in its response. Instead it has
restricted its comments to whether the Council has fully utilised the opportunity presented by the
EQIA process.
It is the opinion of Imtac that the draft EQIA undertaken by the Council is flawed and in need of
extensive revision. Rather than the “thorough and systematic analysis of a policy”17 envisaged by
guidance from the Equality Commission the document reads as a lengthy and defensive justification
of actions taken by the Council.
One particularly objectionable aspect of the consultation document is repeated attempts, both
implicit and explicit, by the Council to portray the issues raised by the policy as only affecting people
with visual impairment, with a suggestion that the views of other disabled people and older people
have been ignored. Imtac would like to make clear that this portrayal of both the policy and disabled
people is unacceptable and as the Committee will illustrate not consistent with all the available
evidence.
One of the major specific flaws of the draft EQIA is that there does not appear to be clear policy aim
being assessed. The title of the document refers to kerb heights but within the document itself the
policy aim appears to focus on the wider public realm scheme. Imtac recommends that the Council
revise its policy aim to focus specifically on kerb heights (with the wider public scheme treated as an
ancillary but related policy).
In making such a revision the Committee believes it is vital the Council explain the importance of
kerbs, why a kerb height of 30mm may be problematic and a potential hazard for some users and the
rationale for why the Council decided to proceed with a scheme that included large sections
containing 30mm kerbing.
A second major flaw of the draft EQIA is the limited and selective consideration of data and research
used by the Council to reach its assessment of impact. The subject of shared space and kerb heights
has been hugely controversial and subject to extensive research both predating and subsequent to
the public realm works in Lisburn. The draft EQIA only partially reflects this research.
Any reasonable assessment of the available data and research highlights two important issues that
must be reflected in a revised EQIA. Firstly concerns about the used of shared space were widespread

17

Practical Guidance on Equality Impact Assessment - Equality Commission 2005
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and predate the current scheme. Both Imtac18 and its UK wide sister committee DPTAC published
statements expressing concerns about shared space and calling for a moratorium on such schemes
prior to 2010. This is not reflected by the Council in the draft EQIA, with the impression given that it
had followed best practice and was surprised at the resulting reaction to the design from some
disabled people. Secondly all the available research around shared space illustrate this type of street
design is a concern for many disabled people, older people and others. The Council has used selective
data and research to infer that concerns about shared space design only relate to people with a visual
impairment. Imtac recommends that the draft EQIA be revised to acknowledge and fully reflect these
two important issues.
The draft EQIA omits mention of significant pieces of research into the impact of shared space design
on older people, disabled people and others. This includes Accident by Design: The Holmes Report on
“Shared Space” in the United Kingdom19, Building for Equality: Disability and the Built Environment
(Women & Equalities Committee)20 and Creating better streets: Inclusive and accessible places
(CIHT)21.
These reports and others reflect the widespread concerns of disabled people and others and in
particular challenge the suitability of LTN 1/11 Shared Space, used extensively by the Council in the
draft EQIA to justify its design decisions. It should be noted following the publication of these reports
the Department for Transport has decided to suspend LTN 1/11 and have recommended local
authorities suspend further shared space schemes until further research is undertaken22. Given the
importance and impact of the research outlined above Imtac recommends that the draft EQIA be
revised, fully reflecting all the relevant research as well as the decision by DfT to suspend LTN 1/11.
The Committee welcomes the decision by the Council to employ access consultants to review the
accessibility of the public realm. Gathering new evidence and data is an important part of the EQIA
process. The draft EQIA contains selected recommendations from the audit report pointing out
important potential hazards created by the absence of kerbs, or in the case of bus stops, the impact
of a lower kerb. There is no mention or assessment, however, of the large sections of the scheme
where a 30mm kerb is used. To aid transparency and for completeness Imtac recommends that the
revised EQIA include the access audit report in full (perhaps as an Annex). The Committee would also
request clarification from the Council as to how the consultants were appointed and whether the
advice of the Imtac secretariat to use a member from the National Register of Access Consultants
(NRAC)23 was followed.
Considering the flaws relating to a lack of clear policy aim and the selective and incomplete
consideration of data and research the Committee believes that the consideration of adverse impact
significantly under plays the potential negative impact of the kerb heights within current scheme on
disabled people, older people, younger people and people with dependents. In revising the EQIA
Imtac recommends the Council be more explicit about the specific negative impacts the use of a
30mm kerb (and areas of the public realm where footway and carriageway is flush) has on the
mobility of disabled people, older people and others. This should be based on the findings of research
highlighted previously in this response and largely omitted from the draft EQIA.
As with other aspects of the draft EQIA the measures to mitigate adverse impact are, in the opinion
of the Committee, inadequate. Claims by the Council to have provided “evidence of good practice” in
designing the scheme and those subsequent issues “could not have been foreseen at the time” do
not stand up to scrutiny. The mitigating measures set out in the draft EQIA do not contain any firm
18

Statement on Shared Surface Streets - Imtac 2009
Accidents by Design: The Holmes Report on "shared space" in the United Kingdom - 2015
20
Building for Equality: Disability and the Built Environment - HoC 2017
21
Creating Better Streets: Inclusive and Accessible Places - CIHT 2018
22
The Inclusive Transport Strategy: Achieving Equal Access for Disabled People - DfT 2018
23
http://www.nrac.org.uk/
19
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commitments to make changes and do little to address the potential hazards for various users
created by the design decisions around kerb heights throughout the scheme. Imtac recommends the
Council revise the mitigating measures. In doing so the Committee recommends the Council carry out
specific engagement with people affected by the policy around kerb heights and agreed clear actions
that will reduce and remove their impact. Potential mitigating measures should include the
reinstatement of kerbs of a suitable height across the public realm in Lisburn.
Conclusion
As currently drafted the EQIA on Kerb heights within the Lisburn Public Realm scheme represents a
partial and selective assessment of the issues involved. The policy aim is unclear and the
consideration of data and research incomplete leading to a flawed assessment of impact and weak
mitigating measures. It is essential that the Council now revise the EQIA, taking on-board the
comments from Imtac and others.
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Appendix 4d
DfI ROADS (EASTERN DIVISION) RESPONSE
As part of the consultation process Dfl Roads were invited to comment on the Draft Report. The
comments below are our response to this invite and are on a page by page basis.
1. Page 7 bullet point 1: should read: DRD Roads Service (now operating as Dfl Roads)
2. Page 8 paragraph 4: "At that time the proposals were in keeping with recommendations for public
realm kerb height as made available by TransportNI (i.e. a minimum of 30mm)," should read;
“At that time it was agreed at a meeting between the scheme designer, 'the Paul Hogarth company
(TPHC)', and the then DRD Roads Service that a kerb height of 30mm was acceptable.”
This reflects more accurately the minutes of the meeting held between the two parties on 30/07/12.
3. Page 10 Paragraph 2: 'NI Roads Service (DOE) should read DRD Roads Service
Note No guidance was made available by the then DRD Roads Service in relation to kerb heights,
apart from the agreement made at the meeting of 30/07/12
Last paragraph: 'Transport Nl' should be replaced by Dil Roads
Note. Following the disability audit no further engagement was entered into by the Council with Dil
Roads.
4. Page 12 Paragraph 2: It should be noted that previous discussions held in January 2010 between
the scheme designer TPHC with Disability Action(DA) and Royal National institute of Blind People
(RNIB), resulted in research, i.e. 'Effective Kerb Heights for Blind and Partially Sighted People Study,
UCL 2009,' being made available, which recommended a minimum kerb height of 60mm.
5. Page 20 Paragraph 4: remove (2,3 & 4)
6. Pages 21 and 22: It is not clear from this document if the council accepted these six
recommendations.
7. Page 24 Paragraph 1: 'Roads Service Nl' should be replaced with DRD Roads Service
Roads Service NI(2010) (sic) did not recommend 'a minimum height of 30mm.' A kerb height of 30mm
was agreed with the designer The Paul Hogarth Company at a meeting held with the then DRD Roads
Service on 30/07/2012
Paragraph 3: 'Transport NI' should be replaced by, Dil Roads (then DRD Roads Service)
8. Page 25 Points 1. and 2.: 'Transport Nl' should be replaced by Dil Roads

DfI Roads is willing to consider any design changes formally proposed by the LCCC.
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Appendix 4e
ROYAL NATIONAL INSTITUE OF BLIND PEOPLE (RNIB) Response
1. About RNIB
RNIB is the largest organisation of blind and partially sighted people in the UK. We are a membership
organisation with over 24,000 members. Our members are predominantly blind, partially sighted or
have friends and family who have sight loss. Over ninety per cent of RNIB Charity trustees are blind or
partially sighted.
We campaign for the rights of blind and partially sighted people in across the UK. Our priorities are
to:  Empower Individuals: By providing expert information and advice to empower blind and
partially sighted people and those that care about sight loss.
 Mobilise the Community: By creating a platform that enables blind and partially sighted
people to connect and build a self-sustaining community
 Change Society: By increasing the public’s understanding of sight loss and by systematically
removing the barriers to equal participation of blind and partially sighted people.
We provide expert knowledge to business and the public sector through consultancy on improving
the accessibility of information, the built environment, technology, products and services.
RNIB regularly supports blind and partially sighted people to make the built environment more
accessible.
2.1 Opening Statement
RNIB welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the ongoing consultation to Lisburn and
Castlereagh’s consultation on Equality Impact Assessment on Lisburn and Castlereagh Council’s
Section 75 and Schedule 9 The Northern Ireland Act 1998 Kerb Heights within the Lisburn Public
Realm Scheme.
RNIB has read the Councils Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA) and has been left very
underwhelmed. Given the ruling of the Judicial review in 2017 that the public realm scheme in its
current form negatively impacts blind and partially sighted individuals, we expected a more
proactive approach to identifying and fixing the problems identified. Instead we have found the
EQIA to be unambitious, failing to set forward steps that will be taken to help blind and partially
sighted people.
In this report, we have analysed the EQIA diligently, providing information on the risks posed by
flushed and undetectable kerbs, both in general terms and specifically to the Lisburn scheme;
and a comprehensive critique on the methodology and recommendations of the EQIA. It is our
sincere hope that this feedback will help the Council to develop a more proactive approach to
fulfilling its obligations under the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) and Section 75 of the
Northern Ireland Act (1998) regarding the Lisburn Public Realm Scheme.
2.2 Statistics
The 2011 Census reports that of the 1.8 million population of Northern Ireland, just over one in five
of the usually resident population (21 per cent) had a long-term health problem or disability which
limited their day-to-day activities. Furthermore, a total of 30 862 experience some type of long-term
condition relating to blindness or partial sight loss, representing 1.7 per cent of the population.
According to this same census, 2,031 blind and partially sighted individuals were living in the Lisburn
and Castlereagh Council area.
Given the increase in ageing population and conditions relating to sight loss such as diabetes, RNIB NI
predicts that since 2011, this figure has risen to 53,500, an increase of about 60% in 8 years. It is also
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projected that the number of blind and partially sighted people living in Lisburn and Castlereagh
would now be 4,350.
The age profile of blind and partially sighted people in Northern Ireland differs from that of the
resident population as a whole. In general terms, they tend to be older than the general population.
For example, while 21 per cent of the resident population are aged 0-15 years, only 4.1 per cent of
blind or partially sighted persons are in this age category. In contrast, 59 per cent of the blind or
partially sighted population are aged 65 or over, compared with 15 per cent of usual residents.
Statistics also reveal an ageing population. From 2001-2011, the population aged over 65 years has
increased by 40,400 (18 per cent). Furthermore, those aged over 85 years have seen the greatest
proportional increase; in 2001 there were 23,300 people aged over 85 years, which has now
increased to 31,400 (an increase of 35 per cent over the decade).
NISRA recently published a statistical bulletin (May 2016) entitled ‘Population Projections for areas
within Northern Ireland: 2014-based’. It relates to the time period mid-2014 to mid-2039. The
bulletin contains key data relevant to the ageing population as well as how the age structure of the
population is projected to change. For example:


The population aged 65 and over is projected to increase by 74.4 per cent to 498,500 people
from mid-2014 to mid-2039, with the result that one in four people (24.7 per cent) will be in
this age category.



The population aged 85 and over is projected to increase by 157.3 per cent to 88,600 people
over the same period, which will see their share of the population increase from 1.9 per cent
to 4.4 per cent.

Older people make up an increasing proportion of the population, with falling birth rates, increased
life expectancy and better health contributing to this trend. In line with this, it has to be equally
acknowledged that certain aspects of quality of life may be adversely affected as people get older,
one of which can be sight loss. In light of such growing statistics, there is a real urgency to ensure that
policy makers take action to tackle the barriers and mitigate the effects that blind and partially
sighted people face when going about everyday activities.
2.3 Public realm
The increasing prevalence of sight loss over recent decades necessitates planning and policy
development so that government best responds to the needs of the increasing number of street
users who are, or who may become, blind or partially sighted.
Blind and partially sighted people can be presented with a number of barriers emerging from public
realm scheme and built environment that are not built with accessibility in mind.
Too often these barriers exist due to policy makers not taking account of the needs of blind and
partially sighted people, or simply not being aware of the ways particular policy decisions, urban
design or service development can affect people with sight loss.
Such problems are outlined below and include;




the removal of kerbs,
inadequate crossing points,
poor colour contrasting of paving/ tactile paving street furniture

Kerbs are a very important part of street layout for blind and partially sighted people. The kerb is vital
for street orientation for long cane users, whilst guide dogs are trained to navigate by them. Removal
of the kerb risks putting people in danger as it is difficult to work out where the safe area stops and
the roadway for vehicles begins. The risk of not having an adequate kerb height for a blind and
partially sighted person is therefore monumental. A study by the University College of London 2009
measured people with differing visual impairments ability to identify kerbs of differing heights.
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We consider that the Council’s interpretation of the UCL research is somewhat partial. It fails to take
account of those who only detected the kerb when they were, effectively, on the road (referring only
to those who failed to detect the kerb at all). The correct figures are in fact as follows: A 30mm kerb
was not detected at all 5.4% of the time i.e. on 6 occasions participants walked across the kerb
without realising that they had, effectively, entered the road until researchers told them. A further
19.8% of the time participants only realised that they had crossed a kerb once they had stepped on to
the road. Obviously even this could have catastrophic consequences. Even if no traffic was present it
would be hugely disorientating and distressing for a blind person to find themselves in the road. In
total the 30mm kerb was missed over 25% of the time.
The paper also highlighted the potential panic and disorientation that can come from not being able
to identify a correct kerb. Not being able to navigate safely through a street can be very destressing
for blind and partially sighted people. Visually impaired people trying to navigate over a low or nonexistent kerb were more likely to feel high levels of anxiety, as opposed to much lower rates when
the kerb was of an appropriate height.
This can result in blind and partially sighted individuals feeling unable to go out into their home
town/cities. According to research commissioned by Guide Dogs, half of all visually impaired person
will either go out of their way to avoid a shared space they judged to be unsafe (28 per cent) or were
very reluctant to use them (22 per cent) (TnsBmrb 2010: 5). RNIB research (My Voice, 2015) found
that four in every ten blind and partially sighted people felt cut off from people, their surroundings
and their local community. Difficulties in getting around have contributed to feelings of isolation.
For these reasons, RNIB does not support the use of flush surfaces and recommends that the
Memorandum on Kerb Heights in Public Realm Schemes produced by the Department for Regional
Development (issued in May 2015) is adhered to. Within this guidance it states that: “For public
realm schemes, and in line with best practice, it is recommended that a ‘standard’ kerb height of
125mm should be generally used.” RNIB, Guide Dogs, Disability Action and IMTAC fed into the
development of this guidance.
3.1 Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act and the Duties of the EQIA
Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998 requires each designated public authority,
when carrying out its functions in relation to Northern Ireland, to have due regard to the
need to promote equality of opportunity on nine grounds, namely:


between persons of different religious belief, political opinion, racial group,
age, marital status or sexual orientation;
 between men and women generally;
 between persons with a disability and persons without; and
 between persons with dependants and persons without
As was indicated within the Equality Impact Assessment, Section 75 also includes a
commitment to promote good public relations. However, a public authority is under a
legal obligation to prioritise the promotion of equality of opportunity over good public
relations if the priorities under the former run contrary to the latter.
On Page 8 of the Equality Impact Assessment, the policy outlined the reasons why they were carrying
out the EQIA:
In the judgment it was held that, … the Council had not met its public-sector equality
duty in accordance with section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998…and went on to
reflect on the 'potential benefits which might have been obtained had the Public Realm
Scheme been subjected by the Council to a careful section 75 orientated examination'.
The judgment did not specify the nature of this examination but did outline the twostage scrutiny process involving first screening and next EQIA as recommended by the
Equality Commission for Northern Ireland.
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We are not entirely clear what is meant by “the judgement did not specify the nature of this
examination”. Mr Justice Maguire said during his ruling that: "There is clear evidence that the blind or
partially sighted as a group of disabled people were likely to be affected by the way the scheme was
designed and built." (Irish News 2017). According to the Equality Commission for Northern Ireland
(ECNI:11);
An EQIA is likely to be necessary:
where the policy is highly relevant to the promotion of equality of opportunity



where it affects a large number of people
where it affects fewer people but where its impact on them is likely to be
significant.
 where it is a strategic policy or has a significant budget attached and
 where further assessment provides a valuable opportunity to examine evidence and
develop recommendations.
Given the fact that these are the conditions under which an EQIA is necessary, and the
comments of Justice McGuire the clear implication is that the court recognised the
significant impact the plan could have on blind and partially sighted people and that the
EQIA offered the opportunity to identify recommendations and improvements. The EQIA
should proceed under this premise.
We would also remind the Council that it cannot ignore these responsibilities of its duties under the
Disability Discrimination Act to make reasonable adjustments, a duty which is anticipatory.
As the Code of Practice makes clear: “A failure to anticipate the need for an adjustment may render it too late to comply with the duty to
make the adjustments. Furthermore, it may not in itself provide a defence to a claim that it was
reasonable to have provided one.”
In RNIB’s view this means that if it would have been reasonable to make the adjustments – increase
the kerb height - when the issue was first brought to the Council’s attention (whilst the building work
was ongoing), the council Cannot now suggest that it is unreasonable because of the passage of time
and the potentially increased costs that have resulted from this delay.
3.2 LTN1/11 and Road Services NI
One of the key arguments set out by EQIA was that the Public Realm Scheme was simply following
the existing policy that was in place when the plans were drawn, and the scheme was begun.
According to pg. 7 of the EQIA:
At the time that the scheme had been initially designed in 2010, guidance from Roads Service NI on
kerb heights in public domains was based on a minimum height of 30mm, and this was agreed upon
at various meetings through to the lodging of the planning application in 2012.
It also referenced the Department for Transport Local Transport Note 1/11 Shared Space October
2011, which reflected on the use of shared spaces. We note that the during the previous Judicial
Review, the Council did not rely on this guidance in defending their Schemes plan.
We find this position unsatisfactory on a number of different levels. First of all, we feel that the
Council’s interpretation of the existing policy advice as facile, we note the references to research on
shared space included within the Guidance and we note that there is no mention of the Qualitative
research which underpinned the LTN 1/11 and which has frequent mentions of the importance for
navigation.
While LTN1/11 did explore acceptable use for flushed kerbs and level surfaces, it also said, “However,
level surfaces will not be appropriate in all circumstances, such as where vehicle flows preclude a
high degree of sharing, or in some conservation areas where kerb lines might be defining features of
the street.”
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The wider context was further fleshed out, with statements that kerb free design may require
“mitigating measures” and that plans should always be shaped by an aggressive public consultation
process.
In other words, the advice which the EQIA claims justified their decision was far more nuanced than is
argued. The note was designed to be advice that would be flexible to individual plans with different
circumstances. Lisburn Council should have taken greater note of the warnings concerning level
spaces near ongoing traffic, potential considerations of mitigating features and the advice to trust
specialist local knowledge.
Second, the EQIA ignores the fact that while Road Services advised in 2010 that a 30mm kerb was the
minimum height a kerb had to be, that does not mean 30mm kerbs are a universal recommendation.
Lisburn and Castlereagh Council have an obligation not just to follow basic regulation but analyse
what adjustments are needed in the context of the local area and to explore best practice. As the
EQIA itself concedes, a series of briefings and papers were presented to the Council in the
consultation procedure that pointed out the benefits and importance of setting kerb heights at 60
mm or above. Most notably the research of University of London, which scientifically showcased the
inadequacy of kerbs beneath 60mm. As such, Lisburn was aware of the significance of having 60mm
kerbs, had the power to integrate this best practice and chose not to. Equally the Inclusive Mobility
(2002) report, which the Council cited as one of the reports they cited in their pre-plan research is
very clear about recommended kerb heights if you want to comply with the DDA.
Finally, we do not accept the argument as presented that because the scheme began when
regulations on kerb heights was weaker, that this exempts the Council from honouring existing
regulation guidance. Public safety and public regulation is a living process, and Statutory bodies are
under an obligation to implement changes in public safety policy as they emerge.
3.3 Lack of openness in consultation process
RNIB was very disappointed in the nature in which Lisburn and Castlereagh Council communicated
their position. Within the EQIA a number of internal documents are referred to, such as the
Accessibility Audit and the Cost analysis of raising the kerbs to an accessible level. While both of
these documents were referred to justify the EQIA’s decision to take no immediate action, neither
document was attached or circulated.
Given the importance of the EQIA, we requested that Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council circulate
each of these documents, so we could review the EQIA in context.
This was dealt with in an unnecessarily reticent fashion that goes against the principals of open
governance. At this point we are still to receive the schemes cost analysis. On the 5th of March we
received the Accessibility Audit. Given how RNIB is representing Lisburn residents who are visually
impaired and concerned about the EQIA, we were also disappointed that the Access Audit was sent
to us in a hard copy (making it difficult to circulate) and in a completely inaccessible format for
people living with sight loss. Given this was a request for information from the visually impaired
community, we feel converting the document to large print and providing a digital copy would have
been far more appropriate. Finally, we were perplexed by the Council’s decision to redact the
Accessibility Audit. Of the 66 pages in the Accessibility Audit, 32 pages were completely redacted,
with a further 8 pages being partially redacted.
Within the accompanying cover letter sent by the Council, this redaction was justified is saying the
Council only decided to release that information that was strictly related to the issue of kerb heights
being covered by the EQIA. We found this explanation totally unsatisfactory.
In order for a government authority to withhold information from its citizens when requested, the
following questions must be explored:



Is there is a need to withhold the information?
Does the Council have the right to withhold the information?
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Would it cost too much or take too much staff time to deal with the request?
Is the request vexatious?
Does the request repeat a previous request from the same person? (Information
Commissioners Office 2019)
We would argue that the answer to all of these questions would be categorically no. In fact, we
would argue more staff time was used redacting the Accessibility Audit than would have been the
case had it been left alone.
3.4 Scale of the EQIA
The EQIA made two decisions in terms of its remit, one of which we welcome, and the other we
found an omission.
In page 9 of the EQIA, it said;
To remedy this deficit, and prior to carrying out the EQIA, it is proposed that an independent
disability audit is undertaken of the public realm covered by the scheme with a particular focus on
kerbage but extending to all grounds of disability including mobility/dexterity.
We are glad to see the EQIA expand its focus to consider all disabilities and relevant section 75
demographics. RNIB wants to see public spaces that are safe and accessible for all and will discuss
this in further detail later on in the response. However, we are confused at the Council’s decision to
only focus on kerb heights.
As the Council no doubt recalls, in previous consultations we raised a number of concerns about the
public realm scheme such as:


A lack of any kerb or warning tactile to delineate the road from the pavement in several
places.
 A lack of any kerb or tactile surface to delineate the pavement from the parking area –
cars could drive on to kerbs/pavements causing damage to pavement as well as the
potential risk to pedestrians.
 No tactile paving to warn pedestrians that vehicles would be crossing the pavement for
access.
 Kerbs at bus stop not raised sufficiently to enable people to safely get on and off the bus.
 Bus stopping in road as a result of parked vehicles near bus stop which is hazardous to
passengers, and also causes difficulties getting on and off the bus on the road.
 No level or tactile differentiation between the pavement and areas apparently for
parking.
 Varying depth of kerb, goes from flush to small kerb at some points for no apparent
reason.
 Uneven depth of stairs.
We are disappointed that the EQIA only attempts to address those concerns relating to kerb heights.
Equally, with the attempt to consider the impact on multiple different forms of disability and mobility
impairment, all aspects of the scheme and not just those related to the blind and partially sighted
community particularly.
4.1 The Sight Plan
The Public Realm (see picture below) covers many of the main arterial routes through Lisburn which
residents and visitors would go through each day. It incorporates routes to Lisburn train and bus
station, Lisburn Cathedral, Bow street Mall and much of the city’s retail market. This makes ensuring
their safety as paramount. Throughout the public realm scheme there has been a reliance on level
service/flush kerbs (non-existent kerbs) or low kerbs of 30mm or less. This is especially alarming at
key crossing points, which expect blind and partially sighted people to cross streets with large traffic
flow of no discernible queue of when the kerb ends, and road begins. Without drop kerbs it is also
difficult for blind and partially sighted people to find their way to the tactile paving. While this is a
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recurring problem across the entire public realm, we will work through each area of the public realm
scheme in detail to examine specific issues.

4.2 Market Square
Market Square is a key concern to RNIB. It contains multiple crossings; such as the Crossing with
Market Street North and Railway Street; the Crossing of Market Square East and Bridge Street and
Castle Street and Market Square and Market Street. The crossings of Railway Street and Market
Street are compounded as they are in areas of reduced visibility as drivers are going around a bend.
Tragically, we do know there have been accidents in this part of Lisburn, which demonstrate why it is
so vital to make every possible precaution for road safety should be taken.
Flushed kerbs mark the surrounding of Market square, with absolutely no delineation between the
kerb and the road that could be detected by someone living with a visual impairment.

On either side of this road, the footpath has been narrowed, due to a wall on one side and to make
room for bus ranks, taxi ranks and disabled parking on the other. Long cane users and guide dog users
require 1.2 Meters and 1.5 Meters respectively in order to navigate safely. Given the confined
footpaths, the slightest street furniture or obstacle, (For instance, the celebratory archway which is
elevated over bow street each 12th of July covers part of Market Square footpath, with one of its
foundations being put on Market Square) without a clear delineating kerb, could lead to a blind or
partially sighted person to walk out onto a busy road.
We note that there are bollards at different points along Market Square and Market Street. We
recognise the importance of including the bollards as an anti-terrorism and accident prevention
measure. However, they are not reliable as a method of warning a blind and partially sighted person
of an upcoming road (N.B. Please understand we are not requesting that the bollards are removed,
we are merely saying they by themselves will not warn blind and partially sighted people they are
approaching a road).
4.3 Bow Street Mall to Bachelors Walk
The challenge presented by the EQIA focusing solely on kerb heights is that the safety concerns
relating to kerb heights do not exist in isolation. At the three-way junction between Bow Street and
Market Place, a traffic island divides the street for pedestrian crossings. These islands can be
disorientating for blind and partially sighted people for multiple reasons. First as the tactile paving is
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not parallel on either side of the island making it tricky for blind and partially sighted people to
navigate their way from one crossing to the other. Second the multiple crossing points means audible
beeps are not as effective and potentially even dangerous. While traffic refuge is not the topic of this
EQIA, it compounds the risk presented by the insufficient kerb heights. The problems presented by
the island only exacerbates the issue with the kerb heights being too low. We agree with the
assessment made in the Accessibility Audit that “a detectable kerb before and after the crossing or
railings” should be provided.
4.4 Bus stop at Market Square
Public transport is incredibly important to the blind and partially sighted individuals, as they rely on it
to navigate and live independent lives. This makes ensuring bus stops are accessible as particularly
important. According to the Inclusive Mobility (2002) Department of Transport Report, each bus stop
should have a raised footpath of 160 mm. (pg. 64-65). This is to reduce the step height for individuals
getting on and off the bus. This is important not just to the blind and partially sighted community, but
also to people with other disabilities and the older population.
The Inclusive Mobility report was in place at the time the Council was developing its plans for the
Public Realm and was cited as one of the relevant guidance they consulted in developing their plans.
Given this, and the fact a breach of Inclusive Mobility is likely to be a breach of the DDA, we are
perplexed why the council did not follow this guidance.
The kerbs at the bus stop at Market Square are disappointingly low, less than 60 mm. This is
insufficient in terms of accessibility for any of the groups aforementioned. The Accessibility Audit
acknowledged this, recommending co-operation with the bus companies to increase awareness
about the needs to “help them better understand the intricacies of getting on and off their buses”
and providing bus barriers. We appreciate the important role in better awareness about how to help
blind or partially sighted people while boarding a bus. However, we were taken back to find the
Accessibility Audit did not include a stronger commitment. A clear commitment to raise this section
of the kerb needs to be given; I order to assure accessibility for blind and partially sighted individuals.
4.5 Market Street
The Bow Street/Market Street crossing is a point of deep concern for us. By the Accessibility Audit’s
own admission, the kerbs surrounding the streets are either flushed or notably low. The Accessibility
Audit said that without the kerb, a cane or guide dog user would rely on shop fronts and building
lines to make their way up the street as they would be unable to tell where the kerb is. This would be
unacceptable in Market Street. Long cane users and guide dog users require 1.2 Meters and 1.5
Meters respectively in order to navigate safely. As the footpath is narrower than the open plan of
Bow Street and contains pockets of street furniture like pop up signs and floral displays from a local
flower shop, it would be difficult for a blind and partially sighted person to make their way down the
footpath.
4.6 Disabled parking
RNIB is glad to see that accessible blue badge parking on Market Square and Market Square East.
However, as the Accessibility Audit and the EQIA concedes, there is no kerb or delineation for the
blind and partially sighted people who rely heavily on disabled parking. This of course is not ideal for
blind and partially sighted people. We agree with the Accessibility Audit assessment that there should
be a drop kerb with tactile paving to help blind and partially sighted people find the parking areas.
5.1 Scale of impact
There were a number of comments made within the EQIA which sought to diminish the impact of the
public realm by reflecting on the number of blind and partially sighted individuals. On page 9 for
instance the following comment was made;
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“those with sight loss make up a relatively small proportion (4.8%) of the total number of people
with a longstanding disability in Lisburn.”
On page 11 comments were also made in relation to Lisburn having a lower level of people living with
long term health problems as a percentile than Belfast, Derry and Strabane and Antrim and
Newtownabbey.
These comments were, we felt, unproductive and irrelevant. We are sure that the Council does not
consider that blind people are low in number that it is legitimate to ignore their needs. It is also
worth saying that when you design a scheme inclusively for disabled people it is likely to be more
accessible for everyone.
According to Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act, if a plurality of people from a section 75 category
are being treated unequally, the size of the demographic is irrelevant, and action is still required.
We also feel the blind and partially sighted community of Lisburn, and the impact the public realm
upon this community should not be underestimated. As mentioned earlier, an EQIA is supposed to
access any negative or unequal treatment on either a “A large number of peoples” or “where it
affects fewer people but where its impact on them is likely to be significant.”
Given the 2011 census showed there were 2,031 blind and partially sighted individuals in Lisburn and
Castlereagh, and with our projections that this number is up to 4,350, we would argue the blind and
partially sighted community in Lisburn qualifies as “a large number of people.” Also, we believe issues
such as being able to cross the road safely and to travel independently qualify as “a significant
impact.” Lisburn and Castlereagh should not attempt to undermine the significance of this
consultation and recognise the responsibilities under the Judicial Review and this EQIA as an
obligation and a priority.
5.2 Safety Impact
We remain deeply concern about the use of either flush kerb or 30mm kerb at an area of such high
traffic. Despite the evidence presented to Lisburn council about the inability of the visually impaired
to detect such low kerbs however, we believe the Council is still dismissive about the dangers. On
page 22 of the Equality Impact Assessment, it said;
“Since the completion of the PRS in 2015, the Council has maintained a register of all complaints,
incidents and accidents relating to the scheme. Over the three-year period there have been no
recorded complaints, incidents or accidents.”
This statement does not correspond with what we have been told by blind and partially sighted
people who live in the area. While we cannot betray confidence, we have had visually impaired
individuals saying that they either were injured and individuals coming close to injury.
Research carried out by Guide Dogs may explain this irregularity. In their analysis they stated that
90% of all injuries blind and partially sighted people endure while walking down the street go
unreported (TnsBmrb 2010: 5). Of course, Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council shouldn’t be blamed
for not knowing about accidents or injuries that have not been reported to them. However, based on
the high level of injuries that go unreported, and the injuries or accident that have been reported to
RNIB, a more proactive engagement to understand the level of injuries might be recommendable.
The accessibility of the complaints process may also need to be explored.
There are two other factors that could be impacting these numbers. First, the same research by guide
dogs, when a blind or partially sighted individual identifies an area as dangerous, they will avoid it.
That would suggest that there being no reported injuries might be less of an indication that the kerbs
are safe, and more of an indication that blind and partially sighted people are avoiding the area. This
should not be interpreted as a solution. Any built landscape that makes a public space inaccessible to
blind and partially sighted people is an infringement of the obligations outlined in section 75 of the
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Northern Ireland Act. This is particularly important when the obstacle makes a key area inaccessible,
as is the case here.
Finally, it seems obvious to illustrate that no current reported complaints do not mean there will not
be incidences in the future. Given the proximities of the public realm in question to busy, nearby
roads, any accident could be potentially very serious or indeed tragic. In fact, given the extent to
which the kerbs fall outside the minimum guidance, a serious accident in the future is very possible.
We would therefore urge Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council not to be complacent about the risks
posed by the non-regulation kerbage and take proactive steps to make the area safe.
5.3 Economic costs
Within the Equality Impact Assessment, there was mention of the financial cost of fixing the kerbs.
The EQIA claimed that it would cost £1.3 million, with six months disruption to local retail and
business. A strong local economy is certainly important; however, we would like to point out that
business owners are not a section 75 group, and as good relations is of secondary importance to
equality of opportunity, we question the relevance of the inclusion of this point. Nonetheless we shall
discuss it.
The EQIA offered no supporting information to back up their claim that raising the kerbs in line with
modern guidance would cost £1.3 million. Despite requesting to see a copy of the cost analysis
months in advance, we were never granted an opportunity by the council.
It is RNIB’s recollection that the cost included in documentation before the Courts was considerably
less than this. The cost of raising kerbs in line with the Kerbs Height Memorandum (2015) and
Inclusive Mobility (2002) reports was identified by at most at £230K (see Appendix one). This was
carried out by WPG, an independent consultancy group. We would once again request a breakdown
of the £1.3m cost and an explanation of the discrepancy between this and the costs before the Court.
Many of RNIB members, including Ms Johanna Toner who first brought this case to light, are Lisburn
residents. RNIB is not insensitive to Lisburn businesses and local ratepayers who would be concerned
about cost and disruption to trade (regardless of how valid these concerns are). It is unfortunate that
Lisburn and Castlereagh chose not to follow advice and include appropriate kerbs in the original
build. This would have been far more desirable and cost efficient than the situation we find ourselves
in.
Another factor that must be properly explored however is the economic damage that failing to make
Lisburn Accessible for blind and partially sighted people can cause. As we have stated previously, we
believe there to be 4,350 blind and partially sighted people in Lisburn and Castlereagh. It is important
the Council does not assume that the only blind and partially sighted people within Lisburn are
residents of Lisburn and Castlereagh. Lisburn is a central retail hub, with a developing tourism and
hospitality market. Therefore, it sees visitors from all over Northern Ireland (it is estimated that there
are about 53,500 blind and partially sighted people in Northern Ireland) and beyond.
It can also be accurately said that, blind and partially sighted people represent a larger demographic
within retail shoppers than their overall population. Retailthinktank, in association with Ipsos Mori
and KPMG (RetailThinkTank 2015) carried out an extensive research into the future demographics of
retail shopping. They found that by 2030, 2/3s of all retail spending growth will come from those
aged 55 or over. Northern Ireland as a whole is facing a significant growth of its ageing population.
This is one of the groups that is most likely to suffer from sight loss. 2% of people aged 50 have Age
related Macular Degeneration. This rises to 30% for people aged 75. This is to say nothing of other
eye conditions such as diabetic retinopathy and glaucoma that are also growing more common and
are more likely to strike the ageing population.
This means a large part of Lisburn’s future retail revenue will come from people who will have some
form of visual impairment. As we have seen, when a blind or partially sighted person judges an area
to be unsafe, they will tend to avoid it. As such, by failing to make Lisburn City Centre accessible for
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the visually impaired, the Council could inadvertently be compromising considerable long-term retail
customers and revenue.
5.4 Risks to other demographics
We welcome the Equality Impact Assessments decision to focus on the impact of all demographics,
rather than fixating on blind and partially sighted community. RNIB stands with the wider disability
sector in seeking built environments that are safe and accessible for all.
There were three demographics mentioned by the report as potentially being negatively impacted by
higher kerbs: people with a mobility impairment, older and younger people and parents using prams.
We would like to address each of these groups separately.
First, in terms of people with a mobility impairment, the drop height is obviously a factor when they
are crossing the road. However, that does not mean that the solution is flushed kerbs or kerbs of a
height of 30 mm or less is the solution. In fact, in the UCL Kerb heights study, they determined that
30mm kerbs, such as the ones used in the public realm scheme, were not accessible to people in
wheelchairs.
The Inclusive Mobility guidance (2002) outlines the way to harmonise both the need for visible kerbs
for the blind and partially sighted people and the need for a reduced drop height has been to have
appropriately sized kerbs, with dropped kerbs at crossing points. We understand that our colleagues
Imtac, who lobby for accessible transport for all disabilities, advised that raising the kerbs while
ensuring the standard dropped kerbs for crossings would be the most suitable option for all
disabilities. This is a similar case with parents using buggies or prams. The most important
requirements for these groups is accessible crossings, and an uncluttered pavement so they are not
forced to go out onto the road. It is also worth noting that, in the case of the Market Square Bus stop,
the low kerb will present the same challenges to getting onto the bus as it does to blind and partially
sighted people.
The other group focused on was age demographic. On page 23, the EQIA states: Both older people
and younger people, in different ways are likely to face greater difficulties with regard to mobility and
access through public spaces dependant on kerb heights.
The EQIA did not make clear what was meant by younger people. Without provided context we
assume this was referring to children in prams, which we have already addressed. The argument
concerning older people is that they are more likely to have mobility difficulties and therefore might
struggle with higher kerbs. We refer back to the argument that as long as there are accessible
crossing points, people with mobility difficulties would not struggle with higher kerbs. We would also
point out that older people are also the most likely to be living with some form of sight loss, as we
demonstrated earlier. Equally 30mm kerbs as used in the public realm scheme present a trip risk to
older individuals, a risk that reduces the more detectable the kerb is.
We commend the attention that EQIA gave to each of these groups and are enthusiastic to finding a
solution that works for all. However, we feel that maintaining the current kerb height in Lisburn
would not be beneficial to these groups and indeed we believe these groups could benefit from
raised kerbs.
6. Summary
We are unclear as to why the Council found it necessary to undertake a screening assessment – the
evidence given to the Court was that this had already occurred and that the scheme had been
“screened out”. In the Court’s view if a screening assessment had in fact been carried out them it was
extremely unlikely that it would have been screened out. The Court was quite clear that a full
assessment should have been carried out and so the Council’s decision to undertake a further
screening assessment seems excessive
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Within our response, we have questioned the Council’s decision to focus solely on kerb height, and its
decision to supress information on other aspects of the report. After multiple stages of consultation
and a judicial review supporting RNIB’s interpretation of the scheme, we feel the dangers that nondetectable kerbs present to blind and partially sighted people has been established.
Throughout the EQIA, there was an attempt to undermine these dangers and exaggerate the costs
and challenges that would emerge from simply raising the kerbs in line with regulation. We are not
asking the Council to proceed in raising the kerbs to a safe level without forethought and
consideration to other factors. However, the duties on the Council to ensure safety and equal access
to all its residents, in accordance with section 75 and the Disability Discrimination Act must be
recognised.
While part of the Accessibility Audit was withheld from us, those aspects we did see did set forward
recommendations in relation to the kerb height which we can endorse. We in turn have highlighted
areas where the Accessibility Audit’s recommendations were lacking and required further action.
We are calling for the council to use the next stage of their Equality Impact Assessment as an
opportunity to set out a clear plan and time scale for bringing the kerbs of the public realm in line
with the Kerb Height Memorandum & the Inclusive Mobility report.
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Appendix 4f
GUIDE DOGS FOR THE BLIND ASSOCIATION / GUIDE DOGS NI RESPONSE
Introduction
The 2011 Census reported that 30862 people experience some type of long-term condition relating
to blindness or partial sight, representing 1.7% of the population of NI. In the Lisburn and Castlereagh
Council area it has been identified that there are 2031 people who are living with blindness or
partially sighted.
Of those 2031 blind and partially sighted individuals many face significant challenges when getting
out and about or when travelling independently with their guide dog or long cane. The kerb edge is a
vital orientation aid for those using a long cane or a guide dog. A guide dog is trained to work from
one kerb edge to the next and await the owners next instruction. Without a detectable kerb edge
(less than 60mm) both long cane users and guide dog owners can easily become disorientated,
compromising their safety, confidence and independence.
Losing your sight shouldn’t mean losing your independence, confidence and freedom too. But the
world can be a tough place if you are living with sight loss, so much so that thousands of people
rarely leave home alone and many more feel isolated and depressed. The DEPVIT study undertaken
by Guide Dogs and Cardiff University in 2015 found that ‘43% of people accessing rehabilitation
services for their sight loss in the UK have significant depressive symptoms’. The importance of social
inclusion, independence and freedom of movement on wellbeing is not to be overlooked and the
ability to get out and about within a town or City centre is often dependent on good public realm
design (which includes kerbs of appropriate height).
The 2007 Functionality and Needs research undertaken by Guide Dogs found that 28% of people
report going out less than once a week either accompanied or on their own (which equates to
approximately 570 people in the Lisburn and Castlereagh Council area). It found that those who go
out more than once a week report higher levels of physical and positive mental health, Quality of Life
and that there was a significant difference in their self-reported confidence levels.
Having the freedom of movement to be able to go where you want when you want is essential to the
confidence, self-esteem, independence, wellbeing and quality of life of people living with sight loss. It
is also a fundamental right under Articles 9 and 10 of the UNCRPD (Article 10 states ‘countries are to
guarantee that persons with disabilities enjoy their inherent right to life on an equal basis with
others’. Article 9 states ‘the convention requires countries to identify and eliminate obstacles and
barriers and ensure that persons with disabilities can access their environment….’). We believe that
kerb heights below 60mm can significantly negatively impact on an individual’s freedom of
movement and therefore constitute a barrier to their social inclusion and participation.
Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998 seeks to ensure the practices of government and public
authorities, and the promotion of equality of opportunity and good relations, are central to policy
making and service delivery. The Section 75 statutory duties aim to encourage public authorities to
address inequalities and demonstrate measurable positive impact on the lives of individuals. Its
effective implementation should improve the quality of life for all.
The Programme for Government acknowledges that ‘people living with a disability do not share the
same life opportunities as others with many experiencing social exclusion and low levels of
participation in public and community life’.
We welcome the opening statements in the Programme for Government that ‘Government first and
foremost must be about making people’s lives better’ and that it ‘is designed to help deliver improved
well-being for all our citizens’. We welcome ‘the clear commitment to addressing key inequalities,
particularly those experienced by the Section 75 equality groups’ and ‘that government intervention
will not only avoid inequality but that it will actively promote enhancing equality’.
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If the Programme for Government is to mean anything, then it must deliver for individuals in minority
or low incidence groups such as those living with a vision impairment.
General comments
Guide Dogs welcomes the opportunity to respond to Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council’s
consultation on Kerb Heights within the Lisburn Public Realm Scheme Equality Impact Assessment
Draft Report for Consultation. In our response we have made comment on the content on the
Equality Impact Assessment, proposed additional information to be considered, sought clarification
on a number of issues and challenged the recommendations made.
Guide Dogs would ask that the Council respond to any clarification sought to help Guide Dogs take an
informed position regarding any future representation to the Council on this matter.
Throughout the response the word ‘Consultation Document’ will be used to refer to the Lisburn &
Castlereagh City Council, Section 75 and Schedule 9, The Northern Ireland Act 1998, Kerb Heights
within Lisburn Public Realm Scheme, Draft Report for Consultation October 2018. Equality Impact
Assessment.
Guide Dogs have a number of concerns regarding the Consultation Document.
1. We believe the Consultation Document is significantly flawed as the Council continually
justify and contextualise any mitigating measures on cost and disruption without due
consideration of all the evidence, or accurately identifying all adverse impacts and what the
potential mitigating measures might be. Within the Consultation Document it states ‘Finally,
it was agreed that the Council should take into consideration potential costs associated with
structural changes to the scheme and including the potential for further disruption to
trade. Guide Dogs seeks clarification as to who agreed this? While we accept cost may need
to be considered, it should not form part of a Section 75 Equality Impact Assessment. We
believe this indicates a pre-determined outcome to the consultation.
2. We do not believe the continual emphasis and justification of previous actions and decisions
in the context of historic policy documents is relevant. The difficulties and challenges for
people living with sight loss regarding flush or low kerbs remain the same now as then. As
identified by the ruling of the Judicial Review ‘the potential benefits which might have been
obtained had the Public Realm Scheme been subjected by the Council to a careful Section 75
orientated examination’. We believe the judge clearly implied there may be potential
negative impacts on people with a vision impairment which would be best identified by
undertaking a full EQIA. With regard to any adverse impacts identified it will then need to be
determined how best to address these impacts, which must be considered within the context
of existing Policy and Guidance documents, including revised DfT Local Transport Notices in
relation to level surfaces. Under the legislation Equality duties place an obligation on Public
Authorities to continually review and amend existing policies or practices which negatively
impact on individuals within any of the Section 75 groupings.
3. Throughout the Consultation Document evidence presented by the Council primarily focused
on only one aspect of kerb heights, level surfaces. Although the Guide Dogs UCL research was
referenced the weighted focus on level surfaces we found to be misleading, given the extent
of 30mm kerbs within the scheme, to the extent that there was no evidence presented in
relation to 30mm kerb heights (except the UCL report) and there was no recommendation to
review any adverse impact of low kerbs under 60mm, only flush/level surfaces. This is not
acceptable and indicates a pre-determined outcome.
4. The Council have failed to cite or consider research undertaken by Guide Dogs on the impact
of level surfaces, and the adverse impact on individuals of staying away from such areas due
to feelings of risk, danger, vulnerability, anxiety or insecurity. The consultation document fails
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to reference any identified adverse impacts such as isolation, loneliness, wellbeing, and
physical health if someone is unwilling or unable to go out and navigate their town or city
centre. This needs to be addressed.
5. Guide Dogs would wish to see the parameters of the recommendations be extended to
include all 30mm kerbs (a key aspect of the Judicial Review)
6. Guide Dogs would like to see standard kerb heights reinstated as required by Department for
Infrastructure (DfI) ‘Kerb Heights in Public Realm Schemes Guidance 2015’, as we believe that
kerb heights of less than 60mm have a significant negative impact for people with a vision
impairment.
Specific Comments
1. Guide Dogs welcome the commitment made by the Council to fulfil the Lisburn Council’s City
Masterplan 2009-2024 ‘to realise the full economic potential of the City, through the design
and delivery of an innovative high quality design concept and the core areas of Lisburn City
Centre, including options for kerb heights that reflect current best practice guidance and
accommodate. Pedestrian movements and safety… There is also a commitment to improve
the ‘ by creating a sustainable an attractive, vibrant city centre that performs a multifunctional role including for leisure and cultural facilities’. Guide Dogs insist that the principles
and vision for this Masterplan must include people living with a vision impairment. We
believe that in fulfilling this commitment consideration must be given to pedestrian
movements and safety (safety includes people staying away due to perceived risk or danger,
or potentially stepping off the kerb edge onto the road, not just the number of accidents
reported) to determine if the Masterplan is delivering for people with a vision impairment.
2. The Consultation Document states how the Council will be taking into consideration the
potential costs (estimated to be £1.3m) associated with structural changes to the scheme and
including the potential for further disruption to trade (9 months). While we accept cost may
need to be considered it should not form part of a Section 75 Equality Impact Assessment.
The Council needs to identify any adverse impacts and any mitigating measures for Section
75 groupings. Guide Dogs requests a copy of the cost analysis document to clarify if the
costings include remedial work to 30mm kerb heights and delineation for any ‘comfort
spaces’ to be created. If not, this needs to reviewed as otherwise your analysis would indicate
a predetermined outcome.
3. The Consultation Document states that during the current screening process a limitation of
the previous consultation on the scheme 2010-2012 that attention was afforded almost
exclusively to only one aspect of disability, sight loss. Guide Dogs welcome the proposed
extension to other disabilities and impairments utilising any evidence based information
which is pertinent to the consultation. However, this extension must not be used as an
attempt to minimise any negative impact on people living with sight loss as they only
constitute 4.8% of those with a long-standing disability in Lisburn. It is the evidence based
adverse impacts that are important (for any disability or impairment) not the relative number
of people with different disabilities or impairments.
4. The Consultation Document highlights the lack of evidence of advantages and disadvantages
for older people, younger people and those with dependents. The consultation document
then argues that before considering the sight loss data in more detail that it is important to
set the data in a broader disability context. Guide Dogs once again wish to stress that this is
not a numbers game regarding disability or impairments but should be based on any
evidence based adverse impacts identified by those individuals
5. The Consultation Document references research undertaken by Parkin 2012 and indicates
that the ‘research did not identify any distinctively negative views with respect to shared
space and in contrast to other research found that with regard to level differences ‘only a
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small number of participants highlighted this (level difference as a demarcation aid, other
demarcation aids such as guidance paving appeared to be equally if not more important and
effective’. Guide Dogs would like to highlight that there is no balance of counter evidence in
the Consultation Document of people who may stay away from such areas due to perceived
vulnerability, risk or danger, as evidenced by Guide Dogs research ‘Shared Surface Street
Design Research Project. The Issues: Report on Focus Groups’.
6. The Consultation Document states that the most important navigation aid is the building line.
Although the building line is indeed an important navigational aid, it is, as is pointed out in
the consultation document increasingly difficult to use due to a-boards and advertising. The
outer shoreline is equally as important to enable people with vision impairment identify
tactile paving at uncontrolled crossing, use the kerb line to indent to cross a side road, use
the kerb line to ensure they are not stepping out on to road and it is particularly useful
should they not able to use the building line due to a-boards/advertising. (Page 14 3.13)
7. Throughout the Consultation Document there is an unnecessary importance placed on
shared surfaces, we assume to imply that flush or low surfaces can be accommodated and
are not uncommon or exceptional. Guide Dogs refute this as can be evidenced by ‘Shared
Surface Street Design Research Project. The Issues: Report on Focus Groups’, and believe this
is being adopted as a justification as there is no other evidence (other than the UCL research
report) relating to 30mm kerb heights within the document. Throughout the Consultation
Document it is implied that shared/level surfaces may be a desirable design concept and
mitigating measures can be introduced to do so.
Guide Dogs would contest such statements such as ‘level Surfaces are appreciated by many
disabled people including deaf people, people with learning difficulties and people with
impaired mobility’, or ‘Making crossing the street easier physically’, and ‘that level surfaces
are desirable and that mitigating measure be introduced’. The Guide Dogs Joint Statement on
Shared Surfaces was supported by twenty other disability organisations which included those
representing hearing loss, cognitive impairment and others with reduced mobility.
Guide Dogs contests any proposition that shared surfaces are desirable or acceptable, as they
have a negative impact on people living with sight loss. We would argue that those with
cognitive impairment (autism, learning or memory difficulties) may also prefer a consistency
of environment with clearly understood messages of behaviour such as stopping at a kerb
edge to look and listen, which has been part of the Highway Code taught to children for many
years. The Consultation Document states that level surfaces are not appropriate in all
situations citing ‘where vehicle flows preclude a high degree of sharing’. Guide Dogs would
argue that this is indeed the case in Lisburn where flush or kerb heights of less than 60mm
are being used. The fact that mitigating measures may need to be introduced highlights a
fundamental design flaw and to our knowledge there is no agreed or acceptable mitigating
measure consistently used, therefore rendering level surfaces unacceptable. Where
mitigating measures are introduced, the Consultation Document suggests such measures
such as tactile paving, bollards or other street furniture may be used. Once again, we would
contest that there is any agreed tactile paving to be used and that bollards or other street
furniture go against any perceived advantages of level surfaces by increasing street furniture.
8. The Consultation Document’ references the need for a ‘comfort space’ in several places. It
initially does so recognising the negative impact, difficulties and challenges that a level
surface can present to people living with a vision impairment. Guide Dogs opposes the need
for a comfort space by keeping a standard kerb height but wish to point out that there is no
provision for a comfort space in the Lisburn public realm scheme and any associated costs for
introducing one are not referenced in the Consultation Document.
In the absence of standard kerb heights being reinstated Guide Dogs would insist on comfort
areas being created. Previous research undertaken by Guide Dogs in 2007, ‘Testing Proposed
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Delineators to Demarcate Pedestrian Paths in a Shared Space Environment’, used a range of
delineators ranging from; guidance paving (400mm width); central delineator; straight,
bullnose and chamfered kerbs, and slopes of 30mm and 50mm.There were forty participants
involving people with sight loss (long cane users, guide dog owners, people using sighted
assistance, and those using no mobility aid) and those with a mobility impairment (manual
wheelchair users, those using a walking stick, those using a rollator and those with no
mobility aid). None of the delineators tested were found to meet the needs of both groups.
The Consultation Document implies that guidance paving is the most appropriate delineator
to use in such circumstances. In such a circumstance we would therefore insist that a tactile
delineation of 800mm be used, as at Exhibition Road (as referenced in the consultation
document). Guide Dogs would like to clarify if this been costed in the cost analysis report?
The Consultation Document states that a comfort area may be in front of shops, which
logically would then require the removal of all a-boards/advertising on the building line which
are currently unauthorised and illegal.
The Consultation Document states that a comfort space does not need to be delineated by a
continuous barrier and that delineation might range from a tactile strip to say a row of
bollards every few metres. This defeats one of the suggested advantages of shared
surfaces/level surfaces. Increasing street furniture should be discouraged at all times and
bollards are a particularly challenging obstacle for people with vision impairment. Guide Dogs
do not believe this is a positive or viable option to be considered
9. The consultation document refers to the Imtac statement on Shared Surface, and in
particular the revised statement of April 2018. The consultation document recognises that
Imtac’s role is to advise government and others in Northern Ireland on issues that affect the
mobility of older people and disabled people. The consultation document fails to state that
Imtac is funded by the Department for Infrastructure (Department for Regional
Development) to undertake this work. We believe Lisburn & Castlereagh Council was
negligent in omitting the Imtac statement from the documents they referred to in the
‘Relevant Guidance and Legislation’ section. The Imtac statement of 2009 is very similar to
that of 2018 in highlighting it’s concerns for people with sight loss.
10. Guide Dogs note that within the Specification of Requirements for the Independent External
Disability Access Audit there is no specific reference to kerb heights in the list of examples
given of work to be covered. This we find surprising given the contested nature of the 30mm
kerb heights installed and the parameter of the EQIA to be undertaken. However reference
was made to level surface pedestrian demarcation.
11. The Consultation Document refers to the consideration of adverse impact and references
disability. It quite rightly acknowledges that there may be competing needs and priorities
associated with different forms of disability or impairment and that they should be afforded
due regard in the design of kerb heights within public spaces in particular where safety is a
concern. We welcome this statement and extension where there is evidence produced for
the due regard to be considered, and most importantly, with a very clear emphasis on safety.
We have already highlighted potential safety issues for people with vision impairment, not
being able to detect 30mm kerb and stepping out into the road. We would also like to point
out that here is no reference of a potential trip hazard relating to lower kerbs or the
challenge this may present to people with rollators or wheelchairs. However, we would
argue, as is the current accepted convention to resolving such competing differences, that
designing more crossing points into schemes rather than increasing the risk for one disability
by the removal of kerbs is a more appropriate design option.
12. The Consultation Document refers to the historic nature of the decisions made in 2013. The
adverse impact for people living with sight loss is the same now as it was in 2010, and yes
guidance may have changed but the guidance which is currently in place was developed to
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mitigate against the identified adverse impact of flush or shallow kerbs. We believe Lisburn
and Castlereagh Council should adopt current policy and best practice.
13. Guide Dogs reject any implication by the Council of potentially not doing anything based on
the premise that future guidance may change again. This is most concerning from a Council
undertaking its Section 75 duties. The Council must act upon any identified adverse impact
using existing policy and guidance to help inform how best to mitigate this impact. Current
policy and guidance would indicate that the Council reinstate kerb heights of
100mm/125mm. as required by Department for Infrastructure (DfI) ‘Kerb Heights in Public
Realm Schemes Guidance 2015.
14. The Consultation Document states that the Council is committed to remaining receptive to
constructive feedback. This implies that unconstructive feedback may be considered
feedback which challenges their implied position of restricting any mitigating measures on
the basis of cost and disruption, extending consideration to include 30mm kerbs, and having
a reluctance to move away from historical policy and guidance documents. We consider
constructive feedback being feedback which ensures low incidence minority groups such as
those living with a vision impairment, and any associated adverse impacts or mitigating
measures are presented to ensure that the scheme works for everyone.
15. Guide Dogs wish to challenge the chosen parameters of the EQIA, stating that any mitigating
measures be based on cost and disruption and will only apply to flush surfaces and kerbing at
bus stops. We would contest that this EQIA is flawed due to such conditions being set. The
purpose of the EQIA is to identify any adverse impact and any associated mitigating
measures. Guide Dogs would wish to see the parameters extended to include 30mm kerbs
(the basis on which the Judicial Review was undertaken) before any determination of how
best (and at what cost) to mitigate these adverse impacts.
16. Guide Dogs do not believe any consideration has been given to the potential change of
pavement gradient and cross-fall (a difficulty for people with mobility problems as identified
within the consultation document) as a result of varying kerb heights and any potential
change to a level pavement surface that this may bring.
Recommendation
Guide Dogs would ask that the Council carefully consider the negative impacts that flush or shallow
kerbs, including the impact on physical and mental health, may have on an individual if they are
unable to navigate areas of Lisburn City Centre in safety and with confidence
Guide Dogs would like to see standard kerb heights reinstated as required by Department for
Infrastructure (DfI) ‘Kerb Heights in Public Realm Schemes Guidance 2015’.
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